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Sonic discovered a new lifeform at the Space Colony ARK, Light the Hedgehog. While releasing him,
they soon find out that he is Shadow's brother.
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1 - The 2nd Lifeform Light
A few years have past since Sonic and his friends gone back to their home planet and meet their vallien
name Dark Oak the leader of the Metallix. Everything was save because of the little green girl name
Cosmo who gave her life to save them all from the Metallix. Their planet is save again right before
Eggman build a rocket for a kid name Chris just to send him home and maybe never see his best friend
Sonic ever again. They got tired of losing a gather, so Tails invented a gate to the other side of the
human world, Sonic try it and boom, he's in the human world again. Now Sonic and the others can come
back any time, any where. Sonic saw Chris as an adult. Their glad to see a gather once again and
everybody are happy to see them, but Shadow on the other hand wasn't surprise. He doesn't even want
to cost more trouble in the human world after what he did when he was trying to get his memories back,
then a course when he got all the Chaos Emerald just to give them to a black alien named Black Doom,
the one who knew Shadow and the ruler of the Black Arms, but Shadow find out the truth and he lift his
past behind him. Shadow stop him and he destroy the black comet with the Eclipse Canon and save
them all from the Black Arms. it didn't matter to Shadow because after for all he did make's him wonder
that he doesn't want to hurt more people. so he rather stayed in the world where Sonic live and never
wanted to come back where Shadow is at Angel Island standing on a cliff when he heard a voices.
Rouge: hey, Shadow!
When he hears that, he turns around and looked at Rouge with a sad face.
Shadow: oh, hi Rouge.
Rouge walk up to him and she was about to say something to Shadow.
Rouge: Why you're setting there by your self, Shadow?
Shadow talk back to her.
Shadow: oh nothing, it's just for some reason I feel so lonely.
When she hears that, she set near him figure out what's wrong.
Rouge: why you feel so lonely, I'm here and your other friends in this world and maybe some people you
know from the human world, so why do you feel lonely. You're not afraid because of the people, are
you?
Shadow: a course not, it's just for all the trouble I cost made me think these people are afraid of me.
Rouge felt sorry for him, she put her hand on his back and pitying him.
Rouge: oh no, what made you think that.
Shadow: because do you remember Cosmo, she was afraid of me cause I almost try to kill her, then
when I was trying to figure out my past, Black Doom almost try to rule planet earth because I help him

collect the 7 Chaos Emeralds for him. so I don't want to go back to Station Square while people get
scared of me.
Rouge: well, when Sonic & Knuckles get back from the Space Colony ARK and they maybe bring
something with them, I'll take you somewhere you can enjoy. By the way, how come you didn't go with
them?
Shadow: I don't know, that place means nothing but trouble up there.... but I think something is missing.
Rouge: like who?
Shadow: I don't know, but theirs someone who I forget and it aren't Maria or Gerald. it's someone else.
While Rouge doesn't know what Shadow was talking about, she got up and start going back to Master
Emerald Shrine.
Rouge: I'll tell you what. I'm going back Master Emerald Shrine and if you need me.... I'll fly back and
stand right beside you just to keep you company, alright.
Shadow: ....alright.
So she fly back to the Shrine and in Shadow mind, he's still figuring out who else is missing.
Shadow: (....who was missing that I forgot....)
While Shadow still thinking, at the ARK. Sonic and Knuckles are in some kind of a lab room. They look
around the room, seen a lot of broking thing and find some thing. When they look around the place,
Sonic looked at some kind a chamber, he walk up to it, and figure if this is where Shadow got created
in.
Sonic: hey, Knuckles.... you think this is where Shadow got created in?
Knuckles groaned.
Knuckles: how should I know?! I'm not an evil scientist!
When they were done looking in the room, they got out of their and Sonic look at Knuckles, fixing to talk
to him.
Sonic: what's wrong with you? Knuckles: nothing.... I just don't know why we want to come back up
again after for what happen. Sonic: I told you, we came here just to see what we can find and maybe
bring something with us at home. Knuckles: well can we hurry up, I got to do something at our world
while we still in this human world and this place is starting give me the creeps.
Sonic: .... give you the creeps, why you're thinking Gerald and maybe even Black Doom made another
life form up here.
Knuckles: well, kinda....
Sonic: well relax, it won't take long, but if there is nothing on this space ship. Then we'll go, okay?
Knuckles: .... ok.....
There were done talking, they start walking but until Sonic stopped right in front of
something. They found a mysteries door that has a sign said Capsule Room. So they don't know if they
go in or not.
Sonic: Whoa! ....did we been in their before?
Knuckles: in the capsule room, no.... I didn't see that when ever we thought Shadow was dead.
Sonic: well, now we're going to found out what's in there now would we?

Sonic took a look at the button near the door, he trying to figure away to open it.
Sonic: but how'd we get in?
He couldn't found out the code, but Knuckles some reason got in Sonic way.
Sonic: Knuckles.... what are doing?
Knuckles: I'll give you a hint.
Sonic see knuckles put his arm back like he's about to pound those button to open.
Sonic: oh, your not going to do what I know your gonna do?
Knuckles: oh, yeah.....
Sonic was trying to warn him.
Sonic: no Knuckles, I don't think you should because these buttons might be.....
Knuckles: Prepare to die button!
Knuckles punch the lock and he got in a shock really badly.
Knuckles: ahhhhhhhhhhhhhhh!!!
And he fell down to the ground, then the door open.
Sonic: I was trying to tell you that this lock might be electric, but at lease you got the door open.
Sonic goes in while Knuckles got up with his red hair stray up and Sonic some reason stop when he first
got in.
Knuckles: ahh, well how I should know that lock was gonna shock me. They need to put a warning signs
before I get my self killed. Why are you not listen to me, Sonic?!
Sonic: cause look.....
Knuckles: .... what in the world..... They saw a strange capsule and their's more then one capsules in the
room they're in.
Sonic: are these the same capsule that Shadow was in?
Knuckles took a look at one of them.
Knuckles: you got me.... I never see a frozen base before and also there's three more of those capsule,
but all three are empty. Sonic: I don't get it. There's four capsules in this room, but only three are
missing. Why is that?
Knuckles: maybe Shadow, Maria, or Gerald couldn't make it on time because of the Military.
Sonic: it could be, but then what's in the other capsule.

They looked at the forth bash, there's a computer that show something on the screen.
Sonic: hey, Knuckles! Take look at this, it says here someone is in this capsule.
Knuckles: what could it be?
Sonic: I don't know, it may be a survier or it could be.... something worse....
Sonic doesn't know what it might be, but he's thinking about open the capsule.
Sonic: well, there's no point standing around, I say at lease open this thing.
Knuckles: WHAT! Are you out of your mind? You don't know what's in that thing!
Sonic: true, but now we're going to find out what in it....
Knuckles: yeah, but don't you remember what happen last time?
Sonic: &. like what?
Knuckles: like Shadow for once. First his framed you and you got in jail, then he blow up Prison Island,
this whole ARK was fixing to crash tour earth and when we first saw him alive, he even tried to killed
Cosmo. So how do you know that what ever is in that base might do the same thing?
Sonic: ....Knuckles.... I know making your point here, but last time, Shadow also help us and he even
gave his own life for us, which we know he's not dead and He decide he will not kill Cosmo or
anybody.... so if he's been nice to us, maybe what ever is in there might do the something like Shadow.
Knuckles: alright fine, but don't say I didn't warn you.
So Sonic begin to tipping the password.
Sonic: okay, password is always this word.... MARIA.....
On the screen, the computer says access denied.
Sonic: Huh..... This is weird, the password is changed.
Knuckles: try Gerald, maybe that's it.
He tips it again with a different password, but it says the same thing.
Sonic: okay, I'll try ARK.
It says it again.
Sonic: err! I give up!
He tried everything he could, but then he also remembers something else.
Sonic: wait! This could work..... Shadow.....
He tip in Shadow's name and this time it said access allowed.
Sonic: YES!
He doesn't know the password was diffent but Sonic and Knuckles saw the Capsule was open in front of

their eyes, and they see something that is unbelievable.
Knuckles: No Way!
Sonic: I don't believe it.
They saw a white hedgehog that looks like Shadow only this new ultimate life form has a different gloves
and shoes, strange spike on his back, and a gold ring necklace around his neck. Sonic took a good look
at it and stand right in front of it.
Sonic: well what do you know? It's a white hedgehog.
Knuckles: No kidding and here's this..... The computer said he's alive.
Sonic: yeah, I can tell because he's still breathing.... Knuckles, Prepare for the rocket. Were going home
with this new hedgehog.
Knuckles: alright!
They pick him up and those two carry him all the way to the rocket, start the rocket and head back to
earth so they can open the gate to their home planet. When they got back from the human world, Tails
step out side of his workshop and see Sonic and Knuckles coming out from the gate.
Tails: Sonic, Knuckles, ya'll back.... how's everything going on Space Colony ARK.
Tails wake up to those two guys with the white hedgehog that they brought with them.
Tails: glad you guys came back, I probably need your.... what is that?
Sonic: I think this is an ultimate life form.
Tails freak out.
Tails: WHAT! Another ultimate life form!
Knuckles: oh, yeah!
Tails: but how do you know if that thing is dangerous?
Sonic: that why I'm going to call Shadow somehow and figure if this hedgehog really is dangerous.
Tails help Sonic to carry the white hedgehog and Tails was afraid like something going to happen to
them.
Tails: I just got bad feeling about this.
Sonic turn around and saw Knuckles was waking away from them.
Sonic: hey, Knuckles! Aren t you going to help us out, just to see if that thing will wake up?
Knuckles turn his head back.
Knuckles: no way! I'm out of here, because I'm not going to stay here, and see it tries to use Chaos
Control or whatever it does to me.

Sonic: alright! I guess you better things on Angel Island, right....
Knuckles: right! So I'll see you or that thing later.
LATER AT ANGEL ISLAND.
Rouge just set down on top of the stairs near the Master Emerald, looking at Shadow feeling sorry for
him in her mind.
Rouge: ( oh, poor Shadow, just setting there all alone with no one setting with him. If only there's
something that I can do for him.)
She was trying to think until her cell phone range and she answer it.
Rouge: Hello!
Sonic: [Rouge is Shadow still up their?
Rouge: yeah, he's up here. Why is there something wrong?
Sonic: [No, it's just we found something that your not believe.... so give the phone to Shadow now!]
Rouge: okay, I'll give the phone to him right now.
Rouge fly down from the shrine and land near the cliff were Shadow is on.
Rouge: Shadow!
Shadow turns around and saw Rouge like she has something important.
Shadow: what wrong Rouge....
Rouge: Sonic wants to talk to you. Rouge hand over the phone to Shadow and he answer it. Shadow:
hello!
Sonic: [hi Shadow, guess what me and Knuckles found up there!]
Shadow: no, what is it?
Sonic: [well we found something that look a white hedgehog which I think it's an ultimate life form!]
Shadow: wait a second! Did you say a white hedgehog?
Sonic: [Yeah, why is it dangerous?]
Shadow: no, he's a good guy. Where are you?
Sonic: [We're at Tails' work shop, we decide to bring him here.]
Shadow is trying to think.
Shadow: well, how is he?
Sonic: [he's okay, we just found him asleep in one of the capsule....so what's his name and who is he?]
So he told Sonic.
Shadow: his name is Light the hedgehog and he's.... my brother....
Sonic: [wait, you telling me this hedgehog is name Light and he's your brother?]
Shadow: yes, so I'm going over there and see him with my own eyes.

Sonic: [no, no.... why don't you wait at Amy's apartment. I'll bring your brother there when he wake up.]
Shadow: her apartment....what happen to her house?
Sonic: [Nothing wrong with her house, she moves to Station Square just for one week.]
Shadow: .... but Sonic, I thought I told you I'm not going back to Station Square again, Period.
Sonic: [Why not?]
Shadow: because I'm going to cost more trouble that's why and I might as well tell Light the same thing
when he wakes up.
Sonic: [Shadow.... I know you do want to go back, but some people miss you including
Chris&. Please Shadow, just go to Amy apartment and stay there for a while longer, everything is going
to be fine, trust me.]
Shadow: err.... fine, I'll go. But if anything goes wrong, you know where I am.
Sonic: [great! I'll see you at the other side.]
They both hang up the phone and Shadow got up.
Rouge: so what did Sonic want?
Shadow: Rouge, youre not going to believe this, Sonic and your boy friend found my brother!
Rouge: you have a brother....
Shadow: yes, and he said my brother is asleep and I guess I have to go to Station Square?
Rouge: .... but I thought you said youre not going back to the other side of the human world again.
Shadow: I guess Sonic want me to go back, he probably think it won't be the same with out me
around.... so I'll see you later if you're okay by your self.
Rouge: no, go right ahead. I need to wait for Knuckles anyway. Shadow: ....alright.....
Shadow started running.
Shadow: see you around, Rouge!
Rouge: Bye!
When he left Angel Island, He was still running somewhere in the mountain thinking in his mind.
Shadow: ( I can't believe it, my best friend Sonic just found Light, I guess the Military didn't get him after
all, but still if Light need to learn about this planet and the human world. I got to teach him everything
before he goes on his own.)
While he was still running with his eyes closed, he was doing fine until he got hit by a rock and fell down,
then there something got out from him, it was a bag that came from Shadow. Then he got up in an angry
way.
Shadow: dang this stupid rock! Who created these hard things anyway!
Shadow come down a bet and started running again, but without the bag he trop, and when he was
gone, the bag glow like there is something coming from that bag like something powerful is in side it, but
whatever it is, Sonic and his friends might be in trouble.
MAINWHILE AT TAILS WORK SHOP.
Sonic & Tails have been waiting all day to see Light wake up, they' were getting tired.

Sonic: how long has been, Tails?
Tails: 2 hours.... man for second ultimate life form, he sure can sleep this long.
Sonic: well, what do you expect.... He's been sleeping from that capsule for who know how long.
Tails: what should we do, Sonic? I mean I don't know if I can take another hour just to see this new
hedgehog be awake.
Sonic: yeah, I guess your right.... we might as well do something while we're still waiting.
They walk up to Light and Sonic toke a close look at him. he grab Light's hand to chick.
Tails: what are you doing, Sonic?
Sonic: I'm taking a look at his Arm Rings.
Tails: Arm Rings?
Sonic: yeah, Arm Rings. You know those two gold rings that come out from Shadow's wrist.
Tails: oh, I didn't thought of that.
So Sonic chick both of the rings on his wrist, but they won't come off.
Sonic: hmm.... that's odd....
Tails: ....what....
Sonic: these rings on his glove won't come off, it like these rings are his glove.
Tails: then what about that thing on his neck.
Sonic toke a look at it and he see a gold ring necklace around his neck.
Sonic: hmm.... I never thought of that, I guess we can take a look at it.
So Sonic trying to see if he can get Light's necklace off his neck easily.
Tails: okay, easy now, Buddy!
Sonic: I know, Tails.... come down, I almost got it.
When he's was doing fine, the new hedgehog open his eyes a little, but saw Sonic holding up his
necklace. Then he grabs Sonic arm in a very quick way.
Tails: ahhhhh! He's awake!
Light hold Sonic's arm up way high and real tight, then throw him into the ground.
Sonic: ahhh that hurt! Hey, new guy why did you do that for!
Light got up just to look at the place he's in, and then see Sonic and Tails steering at him.
Light: where in the world am I, this isn't Space Colony ARK.... you two, who are you and what am I doing
here!
Sonic: alright, if you come down I'll tell where you are.... your in Mobius, we found you in a capsule from
the other side and we got here from the gate which it's out side the window.

Light toke a peek at it from the window.
Light: is that it, that big round yellow thing out side....
Sonic: yeah, that is the gate that got us in planet earth and this planet, Light....
Light: .... wait, how'd you know my name....
Sonic: lets just say a friend of mine knew you.
Light: a friend?
Sonic: yep, but enough of that. Let me show around.
He begin showing Light the hole work shop, but Light want to know who are these guys.
Light: hey, you.... I still don't know your name.
He tells him his name.
Sonic: .... Sonic....
Light: .... and who's the two tail fox, is he also the one who brought me here too.
Sonic: .... who him, no this is his place, we called him Tails. the reason why we call him that name
because he has two tails. Tails: hi!
Sonic was starting asking question.
Sonic: so anyway, do you remember anything?
Light: kind a....
Sonic: do know anybody named Black Doom?
Light: no....
Sonic: well is there anything you can remember?
Light: no, all I remember is I was at Space Colony ARK because that's the place I was born, everything
was going fine until some human with gun came and destroying everything, then I lost someone I care
when we're trying escape, they capture my creator, then next thing I know I got in a capsule which is
where you found me and got me in this place....
Sonic: you don't say, but everything has change since you been turn out missing for years and you may
have a worst time when those soldiers ruined your life and maybe lost more people that you care, but
hey Light.... you can start a new life now and maybe you might even like it here, so what do you say,
Light....
Light: well I guess I'll get use to this; it may even won't be so bad here.
Sonic: okay then, now that we settle this, we can take you to the one who knew you and I bet he's been
waiting all day now.
Light: yeah, that reminds me, you still didn't tell me who is this person who actually knew me some how.
Sonic: well it kina like a surprise for you.... I think you do need to know some friends of mine before we
go.
So he got out some photos to show Light.
Light: what are those?
Sonic: photos, I like to show you my friends and know them for a change.

Sonic gave the photo to Light. He toke a look at them.
Light: well they're all great. So who are they....
Sonic: okay, since you're already know my name and Tails, the one who wasn't here with us right now
was Knuckles.... he's the red echidna who was with us, but he decide to leave.
Light: .... and who are these three girls.
Sonic: what, you mean Amy, Cream, and Rouge.
Light: that's they're name, I like it.... funny I don't see you in any of these pictures.
Sonic: oh I musted forgot one, here this one has me and someone that we're going to meet.
Light: .... great, I wonder who this one could be....
Light toke another look at the other picture, but this one has Sonic & Shadow, Light was shock because
he saw his own brother is still alive.
Light: (.... SHADOW.... he's still alive, but what's he doing with this blue guy and where's Maria, wasn't
she with him for all these years.... I gotta get out here, but how!)
Light has no idea about the way he's in, but then he heard a voice that was coming through in his mind.
Voice: ( ....LIGHT....)
Light: huh, who is it....
Sonic: did you says something, Light?
Light: no, I thought I heard something.
Sonic: oh....
Light was getting confuse, because he's been hearing somebody voice in his own mind.

Voice: (Light, destroy them!!)
Light: (Whispered) who is this and why are you talking to me?
Voice: I'm just a friend trying to help you.)
Light: why you want to help me?
Voice: (because this blue hedgehog has done something to your brother, so if I was you, I better get out
of here by destroying these two first and then go back to the world you came from right now!)
Light: whew, I guess I have no choice.

He doesn't really want destroy them, but he has any other choice, either it between him or Sonic's, so
he's trying to figure out a plan to get out untile he see there were golden rings lying on the table which
now he has a plan.
Light: so the friend you where talking about, you must meant Shadow.
Sonic: yeah, that's really him.
Light: great, so where does Amy live.
Sonic: well she move to an apartment in the human world, but she not gonna be gone forever, she just
going to spend there for a week.

Light: oh, well I guess things have been change since I was gone.... speaking of change, you guys want
to see something.
Sonic and Tails don't know what Light's talking about, they figure what the heck.
Sonic: um.... sure, what is it?
Light: you'll see, do have a Chaos Emerald?
Sonic: ... Chaos Emerald....
Light: yeah, you know those little shiny rocks that have the power to rule the world and there's only 7 of
those emerald.
Sonic: well yes I do.
Sonic got out a blue Chaos Emerald.

Sonic: I found this one near waterfall while I was running.
Light: may I see it?
Sonic: what are you going to do?
Light: you'll see.
Sonic: .... okay then....
Sonic gave the emerald to Light and he'd smiled. Light hold up the emerald and he's doing something
they never seen before.
Light: TRANFORM CONTROL NOW!
When he said that word, there is big shining glow cover around him. Sonic couldn't see anything
because the glow is too big then it stop and Sonic saw his twin self standing in front of him.
Sonic: ahh! You're me.... how did you do that, and what happen to the emerald?!
Light: it's inside me, that's what happens when I said the magic word. Sonic: wow! Now your brother
didn't tell me you do something like that!
Light: well guess what, I can.... now if you excuse me, I better get going.... FAKER!
Sonic: what did you just call me?
Light ran up to the rings and pick up one of them from the table and use the same attack that Sonic been
doing with it.
Sonic: hey, Light.... what are you doing with that?
Tails: Sonic, I think he's trying to kill us.
Sonic: what makes you think that?
Light use the ring and did the spin dash, but he missed them but he's still keep on going for more until
he's head tour the air tanks.

Tails: he heading tour the air tanks, what are we going to do?
Sonic: we're going to jump off this window!
Tails: you got to be kidding!

Sonic: you got a better id....
Light hit the air tanks before Sonic and Tails were about to jump off the window, but they got blown up,
then Sonic & Tails thrown out at the window from the work shop. then they land on the ground and feel
the pain from that explosion. Light jump out of the window and see Sonic stand up with pain they got.
Sonic: err, you just did that explosion on prepare, did you?!
Light: a course I did. Now get out my way.
Light ran up to gate, tipping the button and gate is open which Light is going through it, but before he's
about to leave, Light fixing to tell Sonic.
Light: look here, Sonic.... just because your a hedgehog just like me doesn't mean I don't trust you or
anybody in this planet and the next time I see you again, you better be ready, cause I will not go easy on
you or your friends.... see around!
Light jump through the gate way and Sonic doesn't know what he got himself into, he can't figure out of
went wrong with the white hedgehog.
Sonic: ( I gonna get him for that, why the heck did Light cost that explosion.... I'll think later, I need to go
to the human world and find Shadow, I'm afraid he's not gonna like this.)
End of Chapter 1

2 - Light's Memories
In somewhere at night time, Knuckles was walking somewhere in the mountain fixing to head back to
Angel Island and he was thinking about the white hedgehog that they found at the Space Colony ARK in
his mind.
Knuckles:( who was the that white hedgehog, why in the heck was it still in that capsule from the other
world and why didn't Shadow tell us about him, it's not he kept that thing as top secret or something else
like that, but still....)
While Kuckles is still thinking about that new lifeform, but until he found a little blown bag that looks
familiar lining on the ground.
Knuckles: hey, what's this.... it look like someone musted trop it while they're walking through these
mountains, I wonder what's in it?
So he got down to his knees, pick the bag up, got up and fixing to open it. then after he open the bag, he
see that it was a black emerald that look like one of the Chaos Emerald that he's holding in his hand.
Knuckles: WHAT IN THE WORLD!! This couldn't be, it looks like one of the Chaos Emeralds only this
one black, but there only 7 Emeralds. Does this mean this is eighth emerald.... there's only one way to
find out.
Knuckles have an idea, he put his red Chaos Emerald just to make sure if the black emerald is a fake or
not.
Knuckles: good thing I have this with me, I remember from the last time when Mr. Thorndyke once has
Chaos Emerald.
The last time Knuckles remember, Mr. Thorndyke first buy a purple emerald and then turn it into a ring
for his wife Mrs. Thorndyke, then Sonic and his friends came because Mr. Thorndyke tell them to come
just to show them the gift he got, but then he open the box and it was a big blow out when his purple
emerald and Sonic's emerald got them together, when they brought them together it just turn out worst.
Knuckles: man I really don't want to see that to happen again.... but I need to find out if this is real or not.
So he begins to put the red emerald and the black emerald together and they both were started to glow.
the red emerald is still glowing but the black emerald glow even bigger and bigger, then some reason
the black emerald was out of control and it actually zip the red emerald right off of Knuckles' hand and hit
to the ground. Knuckles was shock when he saw that.
Knuckles: WHOW! It just hit my emerald right off of my hand, what the heck is this thing.... does this
mean that this black emerald is the eighth Chaos Emerald?

Knuckles couldn't figure this problem out, he probably was thinking that who ever trop it musted knew
about the new emerald that he found on the ground.
Knuckles: it can't be the eighth emerald it just can't be, well what I should with it, I can't just leave it here
Eggman could be looking for it and maybe even use it.... I need to do something to hide the black
emerald from someone like Eggman or anybody who emerald is this....
So he was thinking an idea and he got one way he can do.
Knuckles: wait, I got an idea.... since I been watching the Master Emerald for years at Angel Island then
I might as well keep this emerald with me and Rouge, on second thought I let Rouge have it by made it
into something like necklace, but I better warn Rouge about this cause if something worst might happen
to us then we're dead meat. Now I got to put the emerald back in its bag and get out of here.
When Knuckles was done talking, he put the black emerald back in bag and start walking tours Angel
Island.
LATER AT STATION SQUARE.
Shadow and Amy were setting at the table, waiting for Sonic and Tails to bring someone with them.
Shadow was talking about what Light was like and Amy was asking so many question about Shadow's
brother that she can't believe it with her own ears.
Amy: I still can't believe it, Shadow.... after all these years you have a brother this whole time and you
didn't tell anybody about it.
Shadow: ... yep.....
Amy: why didn't you tell us, Shadow?
Shadow: cause I forgot about him and I thought he was dead when me and Maria were about to get
away from those Military.
Amy: well when is the last time you see him?
Shadow: the last time I ever saw him, we were hiding in a lab somewhere with Maria and Gerald, and
then Light some reason did the crazies thing by deserting the GUN team so we can make for our
escape....
Amy: and that the last time you saw him?
Shadow: yes, I never see him again when after Maria got shout and I got out the ARK before I made a
promise to her, then that it.
Amy: well now that we know Light was alive this hole time.... what are you going do?
Shadow: well for one thing, he'd need to trust some people. Beside, if he ran into someone like Eggman,
then we are in deep....
When he was about to say something, they hear someone knocking at the door.
Amy: hmm..... I wonder who that could be.....
Shadow: I don't know, it must be Sonic at the door. I'll go get it.
Amy: if it that sale man again, I told him I don't want to buy anything and if he thinking I'm gonna buy
something from him, then I'm going to pound that guy with my own hammer if he doesn't go away.
Shadow smiled and he got up so he can get the door. Once he opens the door, it was Sonic and Tails.

Shadow: hey, Sonic! It about time you guys got here, we been waiting for you two, by the way, what with
the black stuff all over you guys.
Sonic didn't say anything when he and Tails first got in the apartment and Shadow noticed his brother
wasn't with them.
Shadow: hey, where's Light.... wasn't he with you?
Sonic: oh, he was right before that white hedgehog ALMOST KILLED ME AND TAILS!!
Shadow doesn't understand what Sonic meant.
Shadow: huh, what are you talking about?
Sonic: what am I talking about, that crazy white brother of yours ALMOST BLOWN THE DAYLIGHT
OUT OF ME AND TAILS!
When Sonic first said that, Shadow was shock because of his own brother did something wrong.
Shadow: my brother was trying to kill you, but that's not like him, Light never does something that crazy.
Sonic: well I saw what he did, that white hedgehog some reason freak out when I gave him some photos
and he'd turn into me, then grab one of my golden ring so can do the same move that I do when every
time I'm fighting a robot, hit the air tank then blown me & Tails and ran!
Shadow: wait, did you say he'd turn into you?
Sonic: yeah, why is there a problem.
Shadow tells Sonic about Light's power.
Shadow: yes, that was Light's Transform Control.
Sonic: .... Transform Control..... What in the world is that?
Shadow: its kind a like Chaos Control only his power is something that whatever he see someone, he
use Transform Control to change him self into anyone by using a Chaos Emerald.
Sonic: well isn't this great!
Shadow: why is that?
Sonic: because now that I know what that transforming freak can do from back at Mobius, he probably
somewhere at Station Square in a human like form that we can't even find him easily.
Shadow: well what did you do to make him ran off?
Sonic: I didn't do anything to him.
Shadow: then what happen before you got here?
Sonic begin telling what happen.
Sonic: well we waited for 2 hours now, then we decide to do something by taking a look at him while he's
still asleep, but then Light finally wake up.
Shadow: alright, what else....
Sonic: I was about to take him to this apartment right before I show him the work shop, then I gave him
some photos and he'd ask for Chaos Emerald and that when he use his Transform Control to change.
Shadow: so you just let him go on his own....
Sonic: No! when he change into me, he ran tours the tabel that has full of golding rings, grab one of
them, use the spin dash attack and he hit the Tails' air tank, then blown the work shop along with me &
Tails. then Light ran up to gate and he jump in the gate way to this world, and that's pretty much it!

Shadow: uh prefect.... well why didn't you use the tornado to find him.
Sonic: we can't!
Shadow: why not!
Sonic: because the work shop and the tornado has been destroyed and because of that explosion he
cost, Tails doesn't have a home anymore.
Amy was a bit shock when she what Sonic said.
Amy: oh my gosh, is it really true?
Tails: yeah, Amy.... now that my work shop has been blown up, I don't have a place to live.
Amy: well you more welcome to stay here if you like.
Tails: oh, thanks Amy.... but I'm not going staying here for long, I am gonna fix my place by getting some
tools from anywhere in this city.
Sonic: yeah, right before you do that, Tails.... I need to do something by starting tomorrow I'm going to
show you the mess he'd cost.
Shadow: ... you're going show me his mess....
Sonic: yes, I'm going to show you his mess, if it wasn't for your brother, everything could been fine.... but
instead it just worst and for all we know he could be working with Dr. Eggman by now.
Shadow: I hope that doesn't happen.
Sonic: oh yeah, Shadow.... I got one question here. since you knew about this new life form, why didn't
you tell us that your creator just made another ultimate life form and why you didn't tell us that he was
still in a capsule at the Space Colony ARK!
Shadow: Hey! I forgot about him because I thought he was dead when I can't remember anything, Sonic!
Sonic: you thought Light was dead?!
Shadow: .... yes....
Sonic: oh, well then I guess this whole thing is your fault!
Shadow: MY FAULT!!!
They begin to argue.
Sonic: yeah it's your fault.... if you didn't tell us about Gerald made another ultimate life form that was still
in its base, everything would been fine, but it just got things worst now!
Shadow: oh yeah, what about you..... You the one who told me to come to this apartment in the first
place and you just let my brother go instead of stopping him!
Sonic: oh, now you're saying it's my fault?!
Shadow: it mine as well be since you let Light get away!
Sonic: that's it! you want a peace of me!
Shadow: bring it on, FAKER!
Sonic & Shadow are now fighting, but Amy got in they're way just to stop them from the argument.
Amy: GUYS! GUYS!! would you two knock it off, now I know you both taking this real hard, but right now
we still have a white hedgehog is on the lose and fighting a gather is not going to help us anything!
At the moment she said that, they both come down and they're about to forgive a gather.
Sonic: she right, sorry Shadow.... I don't know what come over with me.
Shadow: yeah, I'm sorry too.... we shouldn't be fighting in the time like this, we need to find my brother

right now.
Sonic: but how, we don't know where could Light be at and when he keep changing into anybody he'd
see, I couldn't even tell which person is him in some human like form.
Shadow: uh that's easy on me, the only way I can tell if it him from any form is that necklace he always
weirs around his neck.
Sonic: okay, that would help, but let just hope that nobody know about Light like that Commander or use
him for evil like Dr. Eggman.
Shadow: yeah, about those two.... the Doc. will figure a way to trick him somehow, and as for the
Commander, he hate me so bad that he'll founds out Light was also created by Gerald.... in fact, he
weather want to pull out a gun right to my face and try to blow my brains out which he'd miss me
anyway!
Sonic: yeah, I guess the Commander might do something like that....
Shadow: and I am not going to let it happen again, because like you said Sonic. You and I are going to
see anything that is lift of the work shop and start finding Light and if he caught by someone who knew
him, then he's history.
MAINWHILE IN ANGEL ISLAND, SOMEWHERE IN THE FOREST.
Rouge was hanging upside down on a tree. It was getting quiet awhile until Knuckles came, he look up
and see her sleeping on a 13 foot tree.
Knuckles: Rouge! Are you sleeping up there!
She couldn't hear him, so Knuckles had to do one thing to wake her up and get her down.
Knuckles: whew, sorry that I have to do this, but....
He pounds the tree hard enough to wake her.
Rouge: huh, what the....
Knuckles: Hey, Rouge!
Rouge: Knuckles, what the heck are doing, can you see I was sleeping up here!
Knuckles: sorry, but I got something you need to see.
Rouge fly down to Knuckles for something important.
Rouge: okay, Knux.... what is it.
Knuckles: alright, now before I show you something. Do you have a Chaos Emerald with you?
Rouge: .... no....
Knuckles: uh good, cause I got a surprise for you.
Rouge: ... really, what is it.
Knuckles: you'll see, just close your eyes and don't peak.
So Rouge closes her eyes while Knuckles got out something.
Rouge: can I open them now?
Knuckles: no, not yet. Just keep them close.

Knuckles put something around her neck and he stand back.
Knuckles: okay, now open them.
Rouge open her eyes and she see the same black emerald that Knuckles found near mountains and she
wearing it around her neck.
Rouge: what the? Knuckles is this a Chaos Emerald?
Knuckles: well I'm not sure, I found it in a bag at mountain when I was coming back here. So anyway do
you like it?
Rouge: I don't like it, I LOVE IT!
Knuckles: really?
Rouge: yes, I don't know how I can thank you.
Knuckles: well there one thing you need to know.
Rouge: alright, Knux....
Knuckles: okay, so I need to warn you about this emerald you’re wearing.
Rouge: okay....
Knuckles: so if you do have any Chaos Emerald with you, don't let any of them near this black emerald.
Rouge: really, why not?
Knuckles: because when I was first found this black emerald, I use one of my red emerald to test if it is
real or not and it is real, I know because it blast the red emerald right off of my hands.
Rouge: oh, so all I have to do is to not let it get near any Chaos Emeralds, huh.... okay, I can deal with
that. How ever, I do have something for you.
Knuckles: .... yeah, what....
Rouge put her arms around Knuckles neck and kissed him on the lips. Knuckles heart was pounding like
crazy and then he start putting his arms around her waist to lean towards him. After a minute, they
parted, but still had their arms around each other.
Knuckles: wow, that was amazing.
Rouge: I thought you may like it.
Knuckles: so I guess no matter what happen to us, nothing could go wrong.
Rouge: yeah, so now you want to back to the Master Emerald?
Knuckles: yes, let's go.
So Knuckles carry Rouge around his arms and starting head back to the Master Emerald Shrine.
LATER IN STATION SQUARE.
Light was sitting on top of a building, looking at all the people that are down there.
Light: these human.... how long was I been gone, what happen to all the scientists, and why is Shadow
the only one on this planet and who is this Black Doom.
He was trying to figure things out, but then he heard the same voice again.
Voice: (.... Light....)
Light: oh no, not that same voice again.
Voice: (Light, you seem a little trouble.)

Light: a course I am, because you I almost got Sonic & Tails killed at Mobius.
Voice: (true, but those two are still alive, right.)
Light: yes, but I blow up the work shop that belong to a two tail fox, as a metter fact, why in the world am
I talking to you, you're the one who tell me to destory Sonic & Tails in the first place.
Voice: (because I know them more than you do.)
Light: oh yeah, how do I know if I can trust you.... you're just some kind a ghost or whatever you are in
my head and Shadow told me I should not trust anyone.
Voice: (hmm, very wise of your brother in did, fine then let me tell you who I am, my name is Spirit.... and
you must be the second life form of one of Gerald's creations, so now we know a gather.)
Light really don't care, he still doesn't trust this Spirit guy.
Light: ok, so your name is Spirit, but I still don't believe you.
Spirit: (aw, so you don't know me as much as I know you, but those human down there has done
something to you in the past.)
Light: ha! Sorry buddy, if you're thinking I'm gonna hurt somebody, you can forget it, I'm not doing any
favor for you.... I listen to Shadow, he's the only one I can trust.
Spirit: (really....)
Light: well yes, and not just him, I also listen to my crater & Maria too.... whew, but now I'm all alone.
Spirit: (.... and why is that, Light....)
Light: .... I lost them when I was still in space, before I came here on earth, then met this blue hedgehog
known as Sonic and I blow up his friend's work shop because of you telling me too.
Spirit: (oh, so when is the last time you ever saw them?)
Light: .... it all started when....
Light start telling Spirit about his past from a flesh back, he remember the time when he was created at
Space Colony ARK and he is in a training room, but he's not alone. Shadow was also in the training
room as well, he is trying to teach Light some move so Shadow makes him even better. Doing jump
kicks, fast punch, run attack, everything that Shadow showing him.
Shadow: (whew, whew, alright Light. I see you're getting better as I relies.)
Light: (whew, whew, thanks Shadow.)
Shadow: (now you got one more thing you need to do, you see that big target over there.)
Light see a robot with a target sign on it chest.
Light: (.... yes....)
Shadow: (now hear what the final move is, all you got to do is to destroy any these robot without even
touching them.)
Light: (uh, Shadow.... how am I going to destroy one of these robots without touching it.)
Shadow: (I'll show you.)
Shadow start running tours the robot and jumped on top of them, then begin to use his power.
Shadow: (CHAOS SPEAR!!)
He'd blast all three of them and Shadow came back to Light.

Shadow: (now you see what I did, I want you to do what I did to these three target, think you can handle
it.)
Light: (um, Shadow.... I don't think I can do what you just did.)
Shadow: (come on, you can do it. you may have Transform Control, but I'm sure you have something
else, just give it a shout.)
So Light is going to do the same thing like Shadow by using Chaos Spare to blast the three target
robots. He jumped on top of them and gives it a try.
Light: (CHAOS SPEAR!!)
Light did what he could, but nothing happen instead he fall down to the ground and land on his back.
Shadow ran up to Light to get him up.
Light: (ahhh! that didn't go out so well, did it.)
Shadow: (I guess not, maybe we should work on that some other time.)
Shadow got Light on his feet and he looked at the clock on the wall, it says 2:35 p.m. and Shadow had
to do something importment.
Shadow: (alright, Light. why don't you just get some rest for now, I need have a word with the professor.)
Light: (.... why....)
Shadow: (because Gerald needs to show me something important.)
Light: (oh, so how long will it take?)
Shadow: (you got me, it probably takes me an hour. so why don't you do something fun or run around
abet.)
Light: (ok.)
So an hour later, Light has been practicing the Chaos Spear move again, he tried and tried, but still
nothing.
Light: (Dang it! How come I still can't do what my brother did?!)
Shadow was behind Light and he put his hand on Light's shoulder.
Shadow: (because you can't.)
Light: (what?)
Shadow: (I told the prof. if you had the same thing I had, and he said you don't.)
Light: (.... I don't?)
Shadow: (no, but you do have something else.)
Light: (really?)
Shadow: (yes, but you have to found out your self. I would tell what it is, but Gerald told me I can't tell
you.)
Light: (so that's what professor need you for.)
Shadow: (not exactly, the reason Prof. Gerald need to see me is because he wanted to show me this.)

Shadow hold up a brown bag.
Light: (.... Shadow.... I hate to ask, but.... what with the bag?)
Shadow: (well I can't tell anyone about this bag.... this is important.)
Light: (why is it important?)
Shadow: (because in this bag is something that powerful as the 7 Chaos Emeralds.)
Light: (really, well what in it?)
Shadow: (alright, but it's gonna be between you and me.... you don't tell anybody but Gerald, Maria and
me.... nobody else, understand?)
Light: (.....yeah....)
Shadow: (ok, here it is.)
Shadow opens the brown bag and in it was the black emerald. Light doesn't believe it with own eyes.
Light: (what is that?! Is this.... a Chaos Emerald?)
Shadow: (that's what I said, but it isn't.... the prof. created this emerald by mixing all 7 Chaos Emeralds
so he can make it into one powerful emerald, he called it the Super Emerald.)
Light was abet stunned at what he just said.
Light: (a Super Emerald.... why would Gerald make another one.)
Shadow: ( I don't know, he said something like he's supposed to found the Chaos Emeralds and deliver
them to someone else that is not on the ARK.... but he didn't tell the name, he didn't who it is.... all he
said was to keep the Super Emerald with me as soon as problem.)
Light: (so he'd created the Super Emerald like it was deal from someone.)
Shadow: (.... yes.... but like I said you don't tell anyone about this emerald.... you got it?)
Light: (.... I won't tell....)
On another flesh back, Light also remember is when he was walking around the halls, got nothing to do
until he see Shadow & Maria in a room where looked at the window.
Light: (hmm, I wonder what Shadow & Maria are stairing at that window.... I guess I should stay and
listen to this, beside I got nothing to do around here.)
So Light hide behind the halls started to listen to the word that you all might heard this one before.
Maria: (Shadow, what do you think what like on earth?)
Shadow: (the professor said his life's work was dedicated to all of these who live down there. he once
told that the reason for his existence was making people happy through the power of science.)
Maria: (Shadow....)
Shadow: (Maria.... I just don't know anything anymore. I often wonder why I was created. What my
purpose is for being here. Maybe if I go down there, I will find the answers.... maybe.)
By the moment Light heard enough, he looked sad because when he first hear the things from his
brother, he was wondering why Prof. Gerald made him and what was own purpose for being with them,
he even looked at his own hands for some reason in his mind.
Light: (why was I created and what does the professor need me for. I guess if I go with them to the

planet they wanted; maybe I might find my own someday.... just maybe.)
So Light walked away and gone to do something else. Then the last time he remembers is the time
where these soldiers called GUN came to the Space Colony ARK, their order was to destroy the ultimate
life form that Gerald made, they couldn't find them and their being for searching for them.
Soldier 1: (where are they?!)
Soldier 2: (we been looking and we still can't them, sir.)
Soldier 1: (keep looking, remember we can not leave this place until we finish the what we came for,
destroy the projects and capture the creater who made them.... NOW MOVE OUT!)
They ran out to search and still looking for them. as for Shadow, Light, Maria & Gerald. Their were hiding
in a lab somewhere that lock and no one could found them.
Shadow: (is anybody okay?)
Light: (I'm fine.)
Maria: (me too.)
Gerald: (I'm alright as well.)
Shadow: (professor, how do we get out here while these soldiers running around this place?)
Gerald: (well I still have a space ship that may let us to escape from here....)
Maria: (.... but grandfather, how are we going to do that, we're lock up in here and out their out there.)
Gerald: (I don't know, Maria.)
Shadow and Light were thinking an idea. Light got one and he's about to do the crazies thing he ever
done.
Light: (Shadow, get them out here as quick as you can.)
Shadow: (.... Light....)
Light: I'll see guys later.)
Shadow: (Light, what are you doing?)
Light just jump out of the room and did something crazy.
Light: (HEY, YOU STUPID SOLDIERS!!! You’ll LOOKING ME, HERE I AM!!!)
Shadow: (Light, what the heck are you doing, get back here!!!)
The GUN soldiers turn around and saw Light standing there.
Soldier 1: (that's one of the creatures, get it!)
They have gone after Light with their guns up.
Light: (Shadow, I'm trying desert them so you can make your escape.)
Shadow: (.... Light....)
Light: (Sayonara, Shadow the Hedgehog.)
Light ran off quickly and the GUN teams were trying to catch him. Light looked back and he see Shadow

got out the lab with Maria & Gerald, they ran as quickly as they can, but some of the GUN team found
them and now their trying to get them now. After 15 minute, they lost Light in the meddle of halls.
Soldier 2: (where's the creature, it was right here, where did it go?)
They couldn't found him and as for Light, he's hiding a room where it has a sign on.
Soldier 2: (Max, check in that room, the creature might be in the Capsule Room.)
One of them was just taking a little peek and Light was in hinding on the side of the door way. Light
almost got caught, but they heard a gun shout.
Soldier 2: (what was that?)
Soldier 5: (I think that was gun shout, sir.)
Soldier 2: (we have to go back!)
Soldier 3: (what about the creature?)
Soldier 2: (we'll get it later; right now we need to see if somebody hurt.)
They ran off to found out who got shout and Light got out of the Capsule room to check out if it was safe
enough.
Light: (phew, that was close. what was that gun shout sound coming from, it couldn't be Shadow, Maria
or Gerald.... I hope they made it.)
Just then Light is about leave the area, then he saw something at the window.
Light: (what the.... that's one of the capsules, but who was in there?)
Light doesn't know who was in the capsule that got launch out of the ARK, but it was heading tours
earth, he couldn't figure out until he heard someone yelling and he hid in the Capsule Room again, the
sound was closer and closer by the time the Gun soldiers capture someone with them.
Gerald: (let me go you idiots, I have done nothing wrong, nether did my granddaughter.)
Soldier 1: (true, professor.... but what you have done was illegal....)
Gerald: (for what, creating a life form just to help people on earth.)
Soldier 1: (not exactly, what we all think you made those creature to destroy the people on our planet
and we're not going to let it happen to anybody.)
Gerald: (.... I'll make sure you pay, you and all of your Gun Team shell pay for taking my granddaughter
away and ruining my research.)
Soldiers 1: (I'm sure you will, take him away.)
They toke him to their ship as Gerald saying his words.
Gerald: (I'LL SHALL HAVE MY REVENGE ON ALL OF YOU FOR RUIN MY RESEARCH AND
TALKING ANYTHING AWAY FROM ME AND I'LL SEE YA'LL PAY FOR YOU ALL HAVE DONE, NO
MATTER WHAT!!!)

Right after that, the Gun Soldiers got him in their ship, tie him up to the chair, then shut down the Space
Colony and gone back to their rocket to go tours earth, leaving everything behind them. As for Light, he
was still in the dark room while anything was shut down and everyone he loves including Shadow &
Maria were missing.
Light: (I'll can't believe it.... they got Prof. Gerald, but where's Maria & Shadow, are they both still here?)
He got out the room and tried looking everywhere for them.
Light: (Hello!! Shadow.... Maria..... Can anybody hear me! Where are they, I hope Shadow & Maria
made it ok.)
Light try looking by searching for them in the research labs, the training room, the hall ways, the bed
rooms, even the room where Shadow & Maria was talking about the planet they were going, but nothing
else. all the workers and the scientists were gone even the ones he cares so much are gone too. He
was all alone with no one else beside him, he sat on the ground being upset because of the soldiers that
came here and ruined his life.
Light: (I'm all alone, I can't stay here and live with my own life by my self.... my friends, the professor,
Maria and Shadow, their all been taking from the soldiers.... those humans.... how dare they come here
and destroying anything from me and my own family. I'm going make sure they all pay every last one of
them!)
So Light went back to the Capsule Room again, lock the steel door good and closed, then change the
code for his capsule and got in the base. which on this particular time, that's where he was at Station
Square on top of building, finishing his whole story to Spirit.
Light: .... and that's the last time I saw them, I never see them again.
Spirit: (is that so.)
Light: but on the other hand, I had seen Shadow on one of Sonic's pictures and he's still young....
Spirit: (....young....)
Light: yes, I thought the Gun Team capture my brother and they lock him in cage for a long time, so long
that he been grown older and a lot sadder, but instead he's still the same and he looks very happy....
how is that possible....
Spirit: (hmmhmmhmm, hahahaha!)
Light: what's so funny?
Spirit: (don't you know, the capsule you said that was falling to this planet was Shadow.)
Light: huh, you mean this whole time he's been frozen on this planet for years and about Maria, why is
she not with him.
Spirit: (I'll tell you about her later.... right now, we got business to take care of first.)
Light: .... business, what do you mean?
Light doesn't understand.
Spirit: (in your past, you did say you want pay back on those human down there, right.)
Light: um, I don't know, I don't want to hurt nobody.
Spirit: (after for what they done to you and your brother, look I know what they did to him.... they made

him to forget his past, Shadow can't remember anything anymore.)
Light: no, it can't be true!
Spirit: (.... but it is.... Shadow has forgotten of he was, he forgot where came from, what was his love
ones were.... he can't remember a thing anymore.)
Light: .... what should I do....
Spirit: (I want you to make them suffer, make them pay for their own demise.)
Light: But I can't.
Spirit: (I not making you, Light.... however, there is another emerald that is now in the side.)
Light: .... the Super Emerald.... are you telling me it's lost.
Spirit: (yes, it at the planet where Sonic live including his friends, I can feel it power from here, I need
you to get it for me, I would have got it, but I have no body.... think about it, if you help me to get the
black emerald and at least find me a body I can use, I'll do whatever I can to get your brother back and
you won't see or hear me again.... what do say....)
Light: you will get my brother and you leave me alone.
Spirit: (it's up to you, it's your choose, just think about it.... Light the hedgehog....)
The sound of Spirit's voice was gone and Light was thinking of what he meant.
Light: he right, now I know what I have to do.... these human, they all need to pay for what they've done
and as for Sonic and his friends, they may not look like them, but they spend more time with those
humans on this planet.... but wait a minute, Shadow was also here. he musted knew them before I came
around, maybe I should get to know them first by starting find the apartment just to know if their not like
soldiers instead something else.... and I did say I need to know my own answers about why I was
created.
Light has thought of something.
Light: ... and as Sonic, I'll just have to trust him.... I just hope that he doesn't know about Shadow has the
Super Emerald with him, cause if everybody get their hands on it, this city won't have a city if someone
use it's power for evil. Ok, now I got a go to Amy's apartment in the morning if I like it or not, I have to
found out if these people and Sonic's friends aren’t so bad as I thought, maybe....
End of Chapter 2.

3 - Shadow's Super Emerald
On the next day, Sonic & Shadow went back to their world, checking out the mess that Light did to the
work shop, there was nothing left of it.
Shadow: .... so Light cost all of this?
Sonic: yep, no dolt about it, Shadow.... he blown up everything in the work shop including the
X-Tornado, I even tried starting the thing, but no use.
Shadow: well Sonic, is there anything we can use to find him....
Sonic: .... well, I found these, but I don't if they're going to be any good.
Sonic hold up three Commlinks. These things are the one when their were at space and when their lost,
they called a gather by talking to their wrist.
Sonic: I was surprise these things are still save from the explosion, I just hope one of them works.
Shadow: then give me one of them.
Sonic gave one to Shadow just to try to test them by go between the way behind the tree and the blown
up work shop.
Sonic: Shadow, is yours still working....
Shadow: yeah, is yours....
Sonic: yep, you can come back now.
Shadow went back to Sonic.
Shadow: ok, so now we know the Commlinks works, so now what?
Sonic: well since we're in this world, we might as well go to Angel Island and warn Knuckles.
Shadow: why?
Sonic: cause we need to tell him or maybe even Rouge that Light is on the lose and he could be
somewhere between this world and other world.
Shadow: how is that going work?
Sonic: well it's better then tell them that Light's gone crazy and he almost killed me & Tails by making a
big explosion at the work shop.
Shadow: Sonic, for the last time he didn't mean to cost that explosion.
Sonic: hello! Shadow, he almost got me killed!
Shadow: now listen here, Sonic.... I train him, I teach him and I been watching him from every time I run
around the ARK for something important and before I met you and everybody from any world I've been
too and I never see my brother kill no one!
Sonic: ok, ok, I'm pretty sure he'd didn't mean it, I'm sorry.
Shadow: good, now if we do find my brother, you have to do something for me.
Sonic: like what?
Shadow: if I catch you trying to hurt Light, I'll break your legs.
Sonic: uh, man.... fine, I won't hurt him, but can I at least tell Knuckles & Rouge about happen here.

Shadow: alright, you can tell them about this.
Sonic: great, now let's get out before happen to one of us.
So they were about to go to Angel Island so they and warn Knuckles & Rouge. Then sooner later, they
are at the Master Emerald Shrine, they went up and found Knuckles sleeping on the ground.
Sonic: oh no, is Knuckles asleep?
Shadow: it look like it, Sonic.
Sonic: well I need to wake him up, this is important.
So Sonic was trying to wake Knuckles up.
Knuckles: ZZZZZZZZZZ
Sonic: Knuckles.....
Knuckles: ZZZZZZZZZZ
Sonic: Knuckles.....
Knuckles: ZZZZZZZZZZ
Sonic yelled out loud.
Sonic: KNUCKLES, YOU KNUCKLEHEAD, WAKE UP!!!
Knuckles woke up and got up quickly, then he saw Sonic & Shadow right in front of him.
Knuckles: Ahhh! Dang, Sonic.... you don't have to yell, what are you guys doing up here?
Sonic: well first off I'm sorry and second.... why is there a kissing mark on your forehead?
Knuckles: What.... oh this, okay I can explain....
Sonic: maybe later, right now we need to tell you about something.
Knuckles: ... and what is it....
Sonic: do you still remember that white hedgehog we found at the Space Colony ARK?
Knuckles were thinking.
Knuckles: yeah, what about him.
Sonic: Well he's.....
He was about to tell him, but they hear someone yelled.
Rouge: Knuckles! Are you a wake?!
Knuckles: yeah, but could you stay right there for a minute?
Rouge: okay!
Knuckles got up and he was asking them for something.
Knuckles: alright, before I ask her to come over here, do you have a Chaos Emerald with you?
Sonic: .... no....
Shadow: I do.

Knuckles: get that thing away from the Master Emerald Shrine.
Shadow: huh, why?
Knuckles: trust me guys, you have no idea what I found and your not going to believe me either, but
please put it away from the Shrine.
Shadow: ok, I'll put this emerald away from here.
So Shadow ran down, put the Chaos Emerald on the ground and ran back up.
Shadow: ok, it's on the ground near the rocks.... now can you tell us what's going on?
Knuckles: maybe later....
Sonic: Knuckles, what are you up too?
Knuckles: nothing, it just I found something that you guys never believe it with your own eyes and I don't
want you two get blasted from it.... okay Rouge, you can come over here now!
Sonic & Shadow have no idea what Knuckles meant.
Sonic: I don't get it, what is he talking about and get blasted from what?
Shadow: I don't know this is keep getting weirder and weirder, Sonic.... but either we warn these two and
go find my brother or don't tell them and maybe Light might come up here and try to hurt them and you
don't want that to happen, right....
Sonic: .... no....
Shadow: then just tell them already.
Sonic: alright.
While their done talking, Rouge walk up to them and set down next to Knuckles.
Rouge: hey, Knuckles....
Knuckles: hello Rouge, so what you been doing?
Rouge: oh, nothing much.... just been flying around the island.
Knuckles: that sound nice, and right timing cause these two came up here for a reason.
Sonic: yeah, first off what was it that you were talking about anyway?
Knuckles: oh yeah, well you see I found this black emerald at the mountain and we don't know if this is
one of the Chaos Emeralds or not, what do you think, Sonic....
Sonic: hmm.... I'm not sure, I mean it looks like one of them.... hey, Shadow! Would you take a look at
this?
Shadow takes a good look at the emerald that on Rouge's neck in his mind.
Shadow: why is that jewel looks so familiar.)
He toke a look at it one more time and he release that emerald was the same jewel that he kept for
years and Shadow did not noticed until now.
Shadow: (oh, no!)
Shadow was shocked because he forgot about that black emerald and now he was asking Knuckles of
where did get it.

Shadow: you know I'm not sure either, but Knuckles.... exactly where did you find it again?
Knuckles: it was at mountain, I found it in a blown bag and it looked like someone forgot it and I even try
to find out if was real or not, so I use my red emerald to test it and the black emerald blast mine right off
of my hand.
Rouge: .... and that's why he told you to put yours away because it might do the same thing from here
too.
Shadow: alright, so what are you two going to do with it?
Knuckles: I guess we can glared it, I was thinking if I can glared the Master Emerald, then we'll keep this
one too.
Shadow:.... that's probably be a good idea.
Rouge: now what were you guys are trying to tell us.
Sonic: well about yesterday, when we first got Light in Tails' place, there was an explosion at the work
shop.
Knuckles: WHAT! You're kidding, right....
Rouge: how did it happen, was anybody alright?
Sonic: funny you should said that, because the explosion was cost by....
Shadow interrupted.
Shadow: TAILS' X-TORNADO!
Sonic: Huh?
Knuckles: the X-Tornado, what was wrong with it.
Shadow: well Tails was trying to make the X-Tornado really fast, but something went wrong and it got
blown up including his shop.
Knuckles: so is Tails ok....
Shadow: yes, he's fine. Tails is at Amy's apartment, but he is going to fix his shop soon.
Rouge: what about Light, is he fine too?
Shadow: oh, he's ok. Infect Light was just running around the city at Station Square.
Knuckles: hmm, and this whole time I thought he did something worst, I guess not. 0
Shadow: yeah.... oh by the way, we going to give you one of Tails' Commlink just in cast if there
something wrong with the black emerald.
Knuckles: .... ok....
Shadow: good, well we have to go; Tails needs our help, SO BYE!
Shadow grabbed Sonic, gets his green Chaos Emerald and ran off. Course Knuckles & Rouge didn't
know what happened and why Shadow gave one of the Commlink for them.
Rouge: what was that all about?
Knuckles: I have no idea.
While the two treasure hunters didn't understand why they lift, Sonic & Shadow were standing on
the edge of a cliff, Sonic on the other hand doesn't know what Shadow just did back there.
Sonic: the X-Tornado cost the explosion.... what the heck was that all about back there!
Shadow: what?
Sonic: I was trying to warn Knuckles & Rouge and you lied to them. Would you mind explaining what's

going on back there?!
Shadow: forget it, we got to find Light.
Sonic: not until you tell me why did you lied to them?
Shadow: never mind, lets go.
Shadow just won't tell Sonic, but Sonic keep getting in the way. so Shadow try to run off, but Sonic ran in
front of him. Sonic just won't stop getting in his way until Shadow tell him. He has no choice but
to explain to Sonic.
Shadow: ALRIGHT! I'll tell you already, you know that black emerald we saw?
Sonic: yeah, it might be a Chaos Emerald, what's wrong with it?
Shadow: nothing wrong.
Sonic: then why is it so important to you?
Shadow: because that black emerald they got is not a Chaos Emerald, it was the Super Emerald!
Sonic: IT WAS WHAT!
Sonic was shocked when he heard that.
Sonic: are you telling me that black emerald they had was a Super Emerald and you knew about it!
Shadow: yes.
Sonic: why didn't told anybody about this?
Shadow: because I forgot about it and it was suppose to be a secret.
Sonic: wait, you mean you been keeping the Super Emerald with you this whole time.
Shadow: yes, but now Knuckles & Rouge has it and now the secret out.
Sonic: well why is it a secret.
So Shadow told him.
Shadow: because Prof. Gerald made that emerald for someone else.
Sonic: like who?
Shadow: I think it was for Black Doom.
Sonic: well what so great about it.
Shadow: it has the same power as 7 Chaos Emeralds. you see, the professor made it by mixing all 7
emeralds so he can make it into one powerful emerald and even if you try to compound one Chaos
Emerald with the Super Emerald, then you can forget it cause it going to be a blow out just like Knuckles
said back at Angel Island.
Sonic: .... oh man, what are we waiting for, we got a go back and get it!
Shadow just stood there and he'd shook his head.
Shadow: no, Sonic.... right now we need to find Light first....
Sonic: but what about the Super Emerald?!
Shadow has an idea for Sonic's question.
Shadow: will leave it up to Knuckles & Rouge.
Sonic: why them?

Shadow: because my little blue friend, Light never been here before and you said he's somewhere at
Station Square, right!
Sonic: yes, so....
Shadow: so while the Super Emerald stay on Angel Island in this world, we'll try to found Light at the
human world.
Sonic: .... wait, we're just leaving the Super Emerald in this world, uh. ( kind of think of it, Light never
been here in this area and if he might ran into Eggman, he'll try to trick Light by join with him and use
Light to destroyed Station Square and there's no way I'm not going to let him do the same thing like he'd
did at work shop!) you have a point, Shadow.... let's go get your brother before he cost more trouble.
Shadow: thank you, Sonic....
LATER AT STATION SQUARE.
Amy was cleaning her apartment while Tails was sitting on the couch reading a book that said HOW TO
FIX YOUR HOME.
Amy: hey, Tails.... what did Sonic say their were going to do again?
Tails: he said their going to my work shop and see what's lift, then their trying to find Light in this city,
why you ask?
Amy: just wanted to know where he could at and maybe when he might come back.
Tails: oh, I'm sure he will come here, I just don't know when....
Amy: oh, I hope so.... ( if only he can see of how much I love him, I wise he could come here and maybe
try to kiss me for once.)
Everything was getting quiet until she heard a knock on her door.
Amy: hmm.... I wonder who could that be, Tails?
Tails: you got me, it couldn't be Sonic or Shadow.... it must be Cream or somebody.
Amy: yeah, it can't be him.... but what if it could be....
Tails: .... Light.... na, it couldn't be, I mean why would he come here if he doesn't know about one of us
in here.
Amy: you may have a point, Tails.... but just in cast.
Amy walked up to the door and she got out her Piko Piko Hammer just to make sure and then hide it
behind her back. When she open the door, it was some body she knew.
Amy: ....Sonic....
Surprise, it was Sonic who knock and was the only one by him self. A weird thing because how in the
world did Sonic get in this city when he was still on the other world and look like he's hiding something
behind back.
Amy: .... as much I hate to ask, but what are you doing here?
Sonic: oh nothing much.... I just came here for a visit and I ask the manager if your still here.
Amy: oh really.... well what do you got behind your back?
Sonic: what, you mean these....

He holds up some flowers and shows them to Amy.
Amy: .... are those for me?
Sonic: yes....
Amy: why there beautiful!
Sonic: yeah, I saw these flowers while I was starting to head back here and I figure you might like them.
Amy: aw, that is so sheet.... but wait a minute, if you were coming here, where's Shadow.... wasn't he
with you?
Sonic: oh he was, but he decide to look for Light, so I said good luck, and ran back to Station Square to
see you again.
Amy: oh.....
Sonic: so can I come in or is this a bad time?
Amy: no, not at all, come in!
So he came inside the room while Amy was going to put the flowers in a vace.
Amy: Sonic, I'll be right back; I just need to put these flowers in vace. You can look around if you want.
Sonic: no, I think I'll be fine.
While Amy was fixing to get a vace for the flowers, Sonic was setting down and looked at the
place. Then Sonic turn his head right at Tails and he doesn't know why is Tails is steering at him for
some reason.
Sonic: uh, Tails.... why are you looking at me, do I got something on my face or something?
Tails: no, but as much as I hate asking questions, but was Shadow mad before you show him my blown
up work shop and is that why he's not with you right now?
Sonic: that depends, what did I said before I got here.
Tails: well yesterday you said you were going to show the mess that Light cost.
Sonic: ....I did.... oh yeah; I did say something like that.... I forgot.
Tails: Sonic, how could you forget. You were with Shadow before you even got here.
Sonic: yeah, well that what happen when Shadow said he going to find Light and lift while I decide to
come back here with some flowers for a lady.
Tails: yeah, I guess so.... I mean it could be worst like Light could have gone back to my work shop and
maybe use the Blue Typhoon that was still under ground.
Sonic: .... hold on, now what was still underground?
Tails: the Blue Typhoon you know it's that big space ship we use to get the Chaos Emeralds back from
the Metallix.
Sonic got up from the couch in a quick way.
Sonic: THERE WAS A SPACE SHIP UNDERGROUND.... uh, I mean.... oh yeah, the Blue Typhoon. I
forgot about that flying space metal thing, so you kept it underground.
Tails: what are you talking about, you help me put the Blue Typhoon back where it was after when
Cosmo just gave her life for all of us and started head back to our home planet.
Sonic: oh, I see. Sorry I just forgot about it.
Tails: Na, forget about it.

Sonic just set down, but then he see Tails has a tear coming from his eyes.
Sonic: Tails, what's the matter, are your feeling ok?
Tails: nothing, I just something in my eye.
Sonic: I don't think so; you look like your crying for some reason.
Tails: yeah, so what.
Sonic: so you probably look like you miss somebody you care.
Tails: .... yes, I did miss someone and I it was Cosmo, every since she died from space, I couldn't forgive
my self and you hold up a seed that came from her.
Sonic: well it was kind a like a gift from her, she probably knew she going to die because she had to do
to help us all including you....
Tails: .... yeah, I guess so, thanks Sonic!
Tails got up and hugged Sonic for the very first time.
Sonic: ok, ok, let go of me, Tails....
Tails: sorry, I don't know what came over me.
Sonic: well here this, if you feel so bad about your self then why don't you just go out with someone else
like Cream.
Tails: .... Cream....
Sonic: yeah, Cream.... I mean what's wrong with her, she looks ok to me and so what she like a little
bunnie with a pet chao. Just give it a try and who knows you might even like her as girlfriend.
Tails: .... I guess I can try....
Tails has no idea why was Sonic been acting this way, but Tails knows Sonic will do anything for his
friends. Then Amy came back to the leaving room again.
Amy: I'm back&. I put the flowers in a vace near the window so that they can some more sun. So Sonic,
what did you really came back here for?
Sonic: well you know just to come here to see you and making sure if Tails is doing fine here.
Amy: oh, is there anything else....
Sonic: nope....
Amy: well what about the work shop, is there anything left of that place?
Sonic: no, there was nothing left of it.
Amy: oh, so what are we going to do?
Sonic: for one thing, I need to find Shadow and help him to find Light by starting go back to our world
again.
Amy: wait, you just came here for a short visit and now you re leaving already!
Sonic: .... there's something I can give you.
Amy: .... like what?
Sonic got up from the couch, walk tours Amy, put his hands around her waist and leaned toward her.
Sonic: like this....
He close his eyes and kissed her on the lips. Amy didn't believe it; her hero she loved actually kissed
her. She was surprised, but Tails was shocked because he never seen Sonic kissed Amy before in his

life.
Tails: Huh.... am I seeing things or is it Sonic actually kissing Amy?!
After a few second, he pulled away from the kiss and look at her eyes in nice way.
Sonic: well Amy, how was that?
She has no idea if this is really Sonic kissing her, but Amy didn't care, because she knew after every
time Sonic's been saving her, make her think that he really does love her after all.
Amy: .... I think.... I think it was pretty good.
Sonic: I thought so, now I get going, I got a help Shadow to find his brother.
Amy: I guess you should.
Sonic: but hey, Amy.... I'll be back before you know it.
So Sonic let go of her and walked up to the door. he was about to leave, but then he turn his head a
little, smiled at them and left the room. Amy & Tails had no idea why was Sonic been acting funny when
he'd first came, but Amy was sure is happy and Tails is confuse.
Amy: Tails did you see what Sonic actually did.
Tails: He kissed you on the lips.
Amy: I know, it amazing.... I don't know what I can believe, true love or something else.
Amy walked in to her bed room and Tails was still confused as well.
Tails: ( yeah really, I don't know if I believe it either, why's Sonic been acting so strange, could it be....
na, it couldn't be.)
At the moment Sonic got out of the apartment, he was just standing around and some reason he wasn't
feeling well since he'd got out of the apartment.
Sonic: awww!
Then Sonic almost fell down, he was going to pass out, but some reason Sonic was changing white and
his shoes and gloves are also changing too, why that wasn't Sonic at all, it was Light in the form of Sonic
the whole time.
Light: whew, whew, I thought I'll never get out there and I could almost blow my cover.
Light just sat down to rest and got out his golden ring necklace that he hide it in one of his shoe.
Light: it's good thing I hide my necklace otherwise they could have knock me down when I was still in a
Sonic form, it musted took a lot of energy just to get some answers from Tails or Amy, but now that I
know there's a space ship in the underground of the work shop which it's at Sonic's world which means I
have to go all the way back to that blue boy's world again, find the Super Emerald and get back to Space
Colony ARK somehow.

So Light's fixing to get up and about to run, but something else troubles him when he was thinking about
Amy & Tails at the apartment.
Light:... whew, but still I think cost too much chaos like I destroy Tails' work shop all because I listen a
voice that appears out of nowhere and now I trick them just to find some answers.... I mean Amy was
nice including Tails, I guess I kind a feel so sorry for what I have done to ruins their life, I guess these
human and Sonic's friends arent so bad after all.
He couldn't figure out what he'll do for them, but he had idea.
Light: I got it, I'll go back to Mobius and do something there by finding Knuckles because he knew about
my brother and he was also the one who's with Sonic when they first found me, maybe I might get some
answers from him and he could tell me why they release me from my capsule and found out why they
bring me here on their world and this world and will I'm at it, I'll try to use to this place and get someone
to help Tails fix the work shop for him.
MEANWHILE
The real Sonic and Shadow were somewhere at the mountains which their are on the same spot where
they lost the Super Emerald.
Sonic: so this is the same spot where you lost it.
Shadow: yes, my brain does not lie.... when you called me, I was fixing to go Station Square so I can
wait at Amy's apartment until I ran into from this stupid rock....
Sonic: which we now know Knuckles has it and gave it to Rouge as a gift which I think they won't give it
back to you.
Shadow: bingo!
Sonic: well how can we tell them that they have a powerful emerald that's been made by the one and
only Prof. Gerald.
Shadow: don't worry about it, the only thing I can worry about is Light when he's still somewhere at the
other world and who knows what's he's doing there?
Sonic: will never know if we don't go back to the other world as quick as possible cause if he does
something that cost to much chaos, who knows what he could streak next!
Shadow: well then let's be sure of that, now grab my hand, I'm going to use Chaos Control to get back to
Station Square.
Sonic: ok, and Shadow when we get back, I need to go to Amy's apartment will quick.
Shadow: alright.... CHAOS CONTRAL!!!!
So Shadow grap Sonic's hand, hold up one of the Chaos Emerald and use his Chaos Contral to
transport them back to Station Square and when they got there, their were on the Station Square Park
which they see nothing wrong in the city.
Sonic:.... huh.... we been gone for 3 hours and nothing happen here.
Shadow: no kidding.... and no one didn't get hurt.
Sonic: I don't get it, Light cost the explosion at our world, but he didn't do anything here, this doesn't
make any since.
Shadow: yeah, I just don't understand it.

They try to figure it out, but then someone they know was walking in the park and it was the one and
only human friend they ever have which now he's an adult, Chris Thorndyke. He sees Sonic & Shadow
were at the park and walk up to them just to say hi.
Chris: hey, Sonic!
Sonic: what the, CHRIS! Hi, buddy....
Chris: hey, I was wondering what you guys are doing here.
Sonic: uhm, well we looking for Cheese, Cream lost him somewhere in this park, what are doing here?
Chris: oh, I just came to tell you that I will rebuild Tails' work shop, I just need the perfect parts and tools
to it ready by tomorrow, but thanks for telling me for what happen yesterday.
Sonic: uhh, youre welcome....
Shadow: wait, what did Sonic say before you came other here?
Chris: well he said something like there was a big explosion at Tails' work shop and he said he be happy
if I can build the work shop the way it was....
Shadow: that's what he said?
Chris: yes.... why is there a problem?
Shadow: no, not at all....
Sonic: yeah, well it's great to see you again, Chris.... but me & Shadow got a go, we need to find out
where Li.... I mean Cheese is at.
Chris: uh, alright.
Sonic: ok, will see you some other, BYE!
Sonic & Shadow ran out of the park while their thinking of what Chris was talking about.
Shadow: hmm, well it was nice of you asking our old buddy to rebuild Tails' place and for far we know it
might be finish in a few day.
Sonic: but, Shadow! I didn't ask Chris if he could fix Tails' place, and beside how can I ask Chris to build
the work shop if I'm still with you at the other world.
Shadow: .... yeah really, I don't get!
They try to figure this out until someone else in some kind a like race car came to see him.
Sam: SONIC!
Shadow: oh no, not him again.
Sonic: what is it now, Sam....
Sam: just giving you a reminder to be ready for another race this Saturday at 2:00 p.m. just like you said
today and I'm not taking no for an answer, so I'll see you at Saturday or Shadow at least.
Sonic: .... but Sam, I did not.....
Sam already took off before Sonic was trying to tell him.
Shadow: man, Sam is always this stupid all the time, every time you or me race that fool, he always
lose.
Sonic: well you know how he is, he's just trying to beat us which Sam never did.
Shadow: alright, first Chris now Sam, what next....
They heard a voice calling them.

Cream: hi Sonic, hi Shadow!
Cheese: chao, Chao!
It's Cream & Cheese and she had something to say to Sonic & Shadow.
Cream: hey, guys! How was you'll both been doing today?
Shadow: we're a little tired, but me & Sonic are doing fine.
Cream: glad to hear it from you, Shadow. by the way, Sonic.... I was about thinking about what you said
and sure I would like go out with Tails, I just need to ask my Mom if it's ok to go out with a boy in my age.
Sonic: wait, what did you say?
Cream: sure I would like to go out with Tails....
Sonic: that's what I said?
Cream: Sonic, didn't you remember.... I saw you running right past me, and then you turn back and ask
me about Tails.
Sonic: oh yeah, I'm sorry.... I guess forgot (What the heck is going here, I been gone all morning and
sooner later, everybody keep saying like I ask them which I didn't said anything!)
Cream doesn't know why Sonic been acting this way, but then she noticed something missing on Sonic.
Cream: hey, Sonic.... where's your necklace, it's not on your neck.
Sonic: my what?
Cream: your necklace you know that little gold ring necklace that you had around your neck.
Sonic: but Cream, I never have necklace.
Cream: sure you do, you have on all morning, I guess you lost while you're running.
Sonic: I don't understand, I don't weir a necklace, the only person I know who weirs one is.... Light!
Shadow: .... uh oh....
Cream: Light, who's Light?
Shadow: will explain later, Cream.... we got a go!
Sonic: yeah, will see you later!
They began running in a hurry while Cream has no idea what their up too. Sonic & Shadow were
kinda confused as well of what just happen.
Sonic: I can't believe it, Light is trying to trick everybody, he did it to Chris, then Sam and now Cream!
Shadow: as much I hate to say this, but what is my brother up too?
Sonic: I don't know and I do not like this, but we have to get to Amy & Tails before he get to them first!
So they ran faster as quick to get Amy's apartment.
LATER AT SONIC'S WORLD.
Knuckles & Rouge were at Tails' work shop, checking out the mess and the blown up part Sonic man
gin before he & Shadow lift at Angel Island.
Rouge: oh my gosh, did you think the X-Tornado really cost all this?
Knuckles: I don't think so, Rouge.... the X-Tornado never cost an explosion, it may have broking wings

or the engine won't start, but it does not explodes and did all this.... I'm thinking it could that white
hedgehog that did this.
Rouge: .... do you really think so?
Knuckles: yes, because everything was going fine until when me & Sonic first brought him here, he
musted gone crazy and destroyed this place.
Rouge: you mean this whole time when Sonic & Shadow came to see us, Shadow lied to us.
Knuckles: afraid so, of the way he's been acting at Angel Island, makes me thinking to come here and
see if this true.
Rouge: well then if it really is Light, where could he....
Right before she was saying something else to Knuckles, they saw the bright light was coming from the
gate way which someone is coming to Sonic's world.
Knuckles:.... aw, what now....
Rouge: it seem that someone coming out of the gate way to this world as usual.
Knuckles: I know that, Rouge.... I just want to know who can it be.
Rouge: you got me....
When they see someone coming out, it was Tails with some kind of tool box that holding with him.
Knuckles: .... Tails!
Tails: Hi guy!
Rouge: Hi their, Tails. What with all the gear.
Tails: well did you two see my place....
Knuckles: yes.
Tails: I'm going to try rebuilt my work shop.
Rouge: really, all by your safe.
Tails: oh no, I also ask someone if they can help me.
Knuckles: like who?
Tails: .... Chris.
Knuckles: oh.... okay uh, Tails.... as much I hate to say it, but what happen here?
Tails was quit for a few seconds until he told Knuckles about what happen.
Tails: .... it was the X-Tornado that cost the explosion.
Knuckles: oh, I'm sorry Tails (hmm, I guess Shadow wasn't lying after all.)
Rouge: okay, now that we know what happen here, is there anything we can do for you Tails?
Tails: well there's one thing you can do.
Tails pull out a tap measure out from his tool box.
Tails: can one of you two help me measure my work shop.
Knuckles: for what?
Tails: so I can find out the size and get some larger parts for walls and the roof.
Rouge: oh, okay!
Tails gave the end of the tape measure to Rouge so she can fly up that way Tails get the size for the

new walls or roof and Knuckles wasn't helping them at all, he just stand there watching them for some
reason.
Knuckles:( something's not right, I know the X-Tornado never blows up and did all this and Tails usually
built things all by him self all the time, something funny going on here and I going to find out what Tails is
up to.)
So he watching them by keeping an eye on them and Tails turn his head around then sees Knuckles
was looking at him.
Tails: hey, Rouge.... why is Knuckles steering at?
Rouge: you got me&. he's probably still thinking that this Light guy did this to your home.
Tails: you don't say....
Rouge: so where is the new hedgehog at?
Tails: who knows, he could be somewhere very close.
Rouge: why make you sure of that?
Tails: cause your flying right on top of him.
Rouge: .... what....
Tails: .... I'm just kidding, ha ha.....
Rouge doesn't understand what Tails meant, but maybe Tails wasn't playing around, what if it is really
Light in a form of Tails. We'll never know until the next chapter.
END OF CHAPTER 3.

4 - The Differences of Light
Last time, Sonic was showing Shadow the work shop that Light cost, then they went to Angel Island to
warn Knuckles & Rouge untile Shadow discover a black emerald which its called the Super Emerald,
then at Amy's Apartment. Amy saw Sonic that turn out to be Light in disguise form of Sonic, he was
trying to get some answers from either Amy or Tails, but when Light first got out, he feel ungrateful for
what he had done, and when Sonic & Shadow came back to Station Square, they ran into three of the
people they knew were asking Sonic something that he did do anything which it mean Light musted trick
these guys. So Sonic & Shadow are running to get to Amy's apartment just to make sure if Light didn't
get to them already, what is Light up too, well lets found out.
LATER IN STATION SQUARE.
Sonic & Shadow were at Amy's apartment, finding out if Light is in Amy's room.
Sonic: I swear, Shadow.... if I catch Light try to do whatever he's doing in there, I'm going to pound him
in the face if I see him trying to hurt them!
Shadow: we won't know unless we go into her room and find out for our self.
Sonic: I'm not kidding around this time, Shadow. Because of your brother, he already tricked Chris, Sam
& Cream and who knows what he could strike next.
Shadow: well then what don't you do everybody a favor by knock the door and while you're at it, try not
to panic....
Sonic: alright.....
So Sonic come down a bit, walk up to her door and knock 3 times, then he stand back to wait for Amy to
answer.
Shadow: now remember, Sonic. if you see someone we know wearing a gold ring necklace, that's Light.
Sonic: got it, but what if it's someone else in there?
Shadow: then we have to make sure that who ever it is not hiding something.
Sonic: ok, but still if I see him in there, I'm going....
Right after when Sonic was going to something else, Amy open her door and see Sonic & Shadow
standing in hall way.
Amy: SONIC!!
Sonic: uh, hi Amy. How's it going?
Amy: nothing much..... Hi Shadow, you came to visit too.
Shadow: well we're tired and we were wondering if we can come in and see how you & Tails are doing.
Amy: oh, we're doing fine.... we just watching TV all day, but you guys are more welcome to stay.
Shadow: thanks, but we're not staying here for long, we just need some rest, then me & Sonic go out to
find Light again.
Amy: oh, ok.

So they went inside her room, then Shadow sat down to rest. Sonic was going to rest too, but Amy got
her arms around him and hold him very tight and as for Sonic, he doesn't know what was going on.
Sonic: uh, Amy.... what are you doing?
Amy: oh, nothing.... I'm just so glad you decided to come back after it been an hour.
Sonic: .... what.....
Amy: I said I'm glad you decided to come back after it been an hour....
Sonic: an hour, but Amy, we been gone about 3 hours.
Amy: huh, but you were here and then left about an hour ago....
Sonic: but Amy, Shadow & I were gone about 3 hours, you can even ask Shadow, he was with me all
day.
Shadow: he's right, Amy. Sonic & I were still at the other world looking for Light.
Amy: but impossible, Sonic came here for a visit and he even brought me some flowers and you were
talking to Tails something. You can ask Tails your self, didn't he came here for a reason, right Tails.
Tails: she right, guys.... my eyes don't lie, you came back here for visit and you even ask me about the
Blue Typhoon and oh yeah.... you also gave Amy a good bye kiss....
Shadow: .... a good bye kiss....
Amy: you bit! Sonic actually kiss me for first time and I couldn't forget about it. I have never been this
excited since we stop the Metallix from outer space and I hoping he'll come back again and he did just
like you said, Sonic.
Sonic: but Amy, I didn't kiss you and I wasn't here, beside, how can I be here and the other world at the
same time.
Amy: I don't know, I'm as much confuse as you are right now.
They were all a bit confuse because they couldn't get their story straight and Shadow was trying think
about what Amy meant when she said that Sonic been to her apartment.
Shadow: (man, this isn't getting us anywhere, how could Sonic be here when he's with me all
day. There's no way he could be here and at the other side at the same time.... unless....)
Shadow got up from the chair and walk up to Amy & Tails because he had thought of something.
Shadow: now Amy, you said Sonic came here with flowers, right....
Amy: yeah....
Shadow: and Tails, you said he also ask something about the Blue Tyhoon, right....
Tails: yes.
Shadow: well then, didn't he have anything on him before he was here.
Tails: no, but he was acting very weird.
Amy: yeah, kind a think about it, Sonic usually doesn't bring me flowers that much and never kissed me
either.
Shadow: is there a tag?
Amy: well there is tag that on the flowers which it said.... to: Amy, with love from: Sonic.
Shadow: let me see it.
So Amy get the tag from the flowers, then gave it to Shadow and he took a look at it.
Shadow: just like I thought.

Sonic: What!
Shadow: this isn't your hand writing at all, this is my brother's, I know because he lifts his blue mark
behind.
Shadow showed Sonic the mark he'd was talking about. It was almost like Shadow's or Black Doom's
only it was blue and different.
Amy: so that's means....
Shadow: yes, you two got the wrong hedgehog.
Tails: .... what!
Amy: but I don't get it, you said the only way we can tell if Light in any forms is that necklace he had on
his neck.
Shadow: he musted took it off just in cast if you two didn't notice anything on him....
Tails: oh no, then that I told him about the Blue Tyhoon is underground where it is at the work shop.
Sonic: oh great! Now what is he trying to do next.
Shadow: who knows, but if I was you, Sonic.... I better called Knuckles on your Commlinks right now and
tell him that Light is coming right straight to Tails' work shop.
Sonic: .... right!
MEANWHILE AT SONIC'S WORLD.
Knuckles has been watching them all day because he was thinking that Tails was really up to
something, but then he heard his Commlinks beeping and he start answering.
Knuckles: hello....
Sonic: [Knuckles, I hate to breather you, but we have problem here.]
Knuckles: like what?
Sonic: [ok, first off.... we need you to get to Tails' work shop right away.]
Knuckles: Sonic, I'm already at the shop.... why, what's going on?
Sonic: [because we think that Light might try to get back to the work shop and use the Blue Tyhoon
which it's still underground.]
Knuckles: what, but you & Shadow said he's alright.
Sonic: [we laid, Knuckles!]
Knuckles: huh....
Sonic: [.... we lied, Light is not okay. the reason why we lied to you, is because back at Angel Island, you
found a black emerald that is called the Super Emerald.]
Knuckles: .... Super Emerald....
Sonic: [yes, it may look like the one of the Chaos Emeralds, but this one has been created by the one
and only Prof. Gerald.]
Knuckles: oh great, well why didn't you tell me this before!
Sonic: [well.... never mind, just make sure he's no where at the work shop!]
Knuckles: alright.... we'll try.... me, Rouge & Tails are taking care it from here.
Sonic: [.... wait.... did you say Tails is with you....]
Knuckles: yes, why....
When after Knuckles said something about Tails is with them in their world, at the apartment. Sonic just
stood for minute.

Knuckles: [hello, Sonic are you still there.... hello!]
Shadow: Sonic, what's wrong....
Sonic: Light is already at the work shop.
Shadow: oh no....
Knuckles: [hey, Sonic! can hear me!]
Knuckles was trying to get an answer from Sonic.
Sonic: [Knuckles, you got a take down Light right now!]
Knuckles: I will as soon he get here first, Sonic.
Sonic: [no, you don't understand. Light is with you guys!]
Knuckles: what?! Where is he, I don't see him, anywhere!
Sonic: [look behind you!]
Knuckles turn around, but all he sees is Rouge & Tails fixing the work shop.
Knuckles: uhm, Sonic.... I don't see Light anywhere, all I see is Rouge helping Tails fix his work shop,
what makes you think he's somewhere around this area?
Sonic:[ because Tails is Light....]
Knuckles: Sonic, how could Tails be Light, he doesn't look like a thing him.
Sonic:[ that's because he's in form of Tails!]
Knuckles:.... what....
Sonic:[ ok, maybe I'm not getting this clear to your head. what you and me found at the Space Colony
ARK was a transforming life form that change into anybody by using a Chaos Emerald....]
Knuckles: a transforming life form
Sonic:[ yeah, which means you got the wrong two tail fox....]
Knuckles: why you think I got the wrong Tails.
Sonic:[ because if Tails would be with you & Rouge helping his work shop, then why in the world is Tails
doing here with us right now!]
Knuckles kind a laugh a little.
Knuckles: ha, ha, ha.... nice try, Sonic.... I'm not gonna fall for that trick, unless you got some proof that
way I can believe it my self.
Sonic:[ alright, you want proof, here some proof.... TAILS!!]
Tails:[ what.... what I did do.]
As soon Knuckles heard the real Tails' voice on his Commlink, he turn his head again, slowly and took
one more closely at the fake Tails. The only thing he see on Tails is a the same gold ring necklace that
belong to Light, which means Sonic was telling the truth.
Knuckles: oh crap....
Sonic: [you see, now you believe me.]
Knuckles: I do now, what is Light doing here?
Sonic: [he musted came back to our world just to use the Blue Tyhoon.]
Knuckles: why would Light want to use the Blue Tyhoon, he doesn't have my Master Emerald.

Sonic: [well there's gonna be a reason why he came our world. however, just make sure he doesn't run
away.]
Knuckles: how?!
Sonic: [I don't know, punch him or something.... anything, just don't let get away!]
While Knuckles is thinking of a plan, Rouge & the fake Tails were done mixturing the work shop.
Rouge: ok, Tails.... so what do we need to do now.
Tails: well now that we're done measuring, I can get the parts that I have everything on the list.
Rouge: well that's sounds good.
Knuckles: hey, ya two.... how's everything doing here....
Rouge: we're doing fine, we just got done measuring the place, so now Tails got everything that he
needs on his list.
Knuckles: oh really, let me see the list.
So the fake Tails gave the list to Knuckles, it seem the he has plan.
Knuckles: hmm.... hey, Tails. I think your missing one part here.
Tails: huh, you're sure.... I even ask Chris for the things I need for my new home.
Knuckles: no really, you're missing something.
Tails: alright.... where....
Knuckles: it's somewhere right.... HERE!
Kunckles punched Tails in the face, knocking him against the hard ground.
Tails: oww! Hey, why'd you do that for?
Knuckles: oh, I'm sorry, I thought I saw a spider that look's like THIS!!
Now he pounds him in the stomach.
Tails: ahh!
Knuckles: oh, I'm sorry again.... but you have something on your noise!!!
Now this time Knuckles punch him in the noise, I'll tell you what, whatever Sonic said to Knuckles, he
probably meant to hurt Light really hard.
Tails: oww, my noise!
Knuckles: oh I'm sorry ag....
Tails: WAIT!!! Are you trying to kill me?!
Knuckles: oh no, I'm just trying hurt you as hard I can, Light the Hedgehog!
Tails: what....
Knuckles: don't even try, your not fooling me. I know it you in that Tails form and I know why came all the
way back here. You came here just to use the Blue Tyhoon and also try to stile the Super Emerald....
Tails: you must be joking.
Knuckles: oh am I, well would I be joking if I do something like THIS!
He hit him again, only he got knock right on the side of cliff and then some rock on top are falling right on
the fake Tails and boom they landed on him. Knuckles wanted to make sure, but he doesn't know if he

wants too or not.
Knuckles: that should teach him a listen.
Rouge: KNUCKLES! What the heck has gone into you!
Knuckles: ok, I know what your thinking and your not going to believe me, but that wasn't Tails, it was
Light in disguise....
Rouge: what, how did you know about all this?
Knuckles: I had a call from Sonic and he said the real Tails is with him the whole time.
Rouge: well then what does Light want from us....
Knuckles: he came back here to stile the....
Just then, there was a blast that coming from the rocks. Light has turn back to his normal self which it
made him mad for what Knuckles did to him.
Light:... so you figure out it was me the whole time by trying to pound the living daylight out of me is a big
mistake and now I'm going to return the favor, buddy....
Knuckles: oh yeah, well I like to see you try a beat me in fair fight!
Light: .... as you wish....
Light hold up the blue Chaos Emerald in the air and said his word.
Light: TRANSFORM CONTRAL!!!
He change himself into a different form, Knuckles & Rouge were a bit surprise.
Knuckles: what in the world!
Rouge: he some how turn himself into you, Knuckles.
Fake Knuckles: .... and that's not all, when ever I change into a new look....
The fake Knuckles ran up to the real Knuckles and punch him right in the face which it knock him against
the ground and Knuckles pass out.
Fake Knuckles: I can do the same move as you my friend.
He turns his head right in front of Rouge for some reason.
Fake Knuckles: now, Rouge.... I know you have been a good friend and I'm sorry that I hurt your
boyfriend, but I need to know the truth about who you or your friends really are, until then....
He hit her on the side of her neck and she pass out just like Knuckles.
Fake Knuckles: I am really sorry for that.
Light is getting sadder by the minute because now he hurt two of the treasure hunters, he even looked at
his hands, then he walked over to the beach and see his reflection in the water. see his real true self, he
was ashamed of what he is now and Light couldn't forgive himself for he had done to ruined
everybody else.

Fake Knuckles: what have I done, it's my fault.... I'm a monster....
Just then, Light heard Spirit's voice again.
Spirit: (very impressive, Light.... I'm a lot more surprise of you.)
Fake Knuckles: you again!
Spirit: (I see you're not happy to hear me again.)
Fake Knuckles: for what good I did, I just got Knuckles & Rouge hurt because me.... I'm not a monster,
am I....
Spirit:(hahaha, a course you are, that why you were made for.... hurting more people.)
Fake Knuckles: it's not true, Gerald created me for a purpose and it is not about hurting people.
Spirit: (whatever, ok.... so you knock out a female white bat & a red echidna that need anger
management, but the must important thing is you found the Super Emerald which it around the bat girl's
neck.)
Fake Knuckles: shut up, I wasn't here to find that stupid black jewel, I came here to set things right....
why don't you just leave me alone, can you see I'm in enough trouble already.
Spirit: (I can't do that, Light.... I don't have a body to walk away, remember.)
Fake Knuckles: oh yeah....
Spirit: ( look if you don't want to listen to me anymore, then find me a body I can use, but first you need
to get Sonic and his friends out of the way....)
Fake Knuckles: oh no, not this time, I am not going to hurt these guys.... so why don't you do everybody
a favor by get out of my mind and go to somebody who can actually listen to you....
Light was about to leave, until he heard a someone's voice.
Sonic:[ Knuckles, did you get him?!]
Fake Knuckles: Huh, what's that noise?
He follows the sound and it was coming from the real Knuckles' wrist.
Sonic: (hey, Knuckles! did you get him down!)
Fake Knuckles:that voice sound familiar, but where?
He toke the Commlink and answered it. Then on the screen, it was Sonic who try to reach Knuckles.
Fake Knuckles: Sonic!
Light see that Sonic was talking and he's think that Sonic is the one who told Knuckles to beat him up
and make sure he won't get away.
Sonic: [Knuckles, can you hear me!]
Fake Knuckles: yes Sonic, I can hear you.
Sonic:[oh good, I thought your gone for a second, so what happen, he didn't get away did he?]
Fake Knuckles: no, I got him.... I punch Light right in the face just like you told me too and now he's
knock out.
Sonic: [that great, hold on Knuckles, we're going to get Light and figure out what's wrong with him.]

Fake Knuckles: yeah, about that.... why don't we just go to the Space Colony ARK.?
Sonic: [ARK, why there?]
Fake Knuckles: well for one thing. We can't take him inside the work ship, it's been blown up....
Sonic: [oh, I forgot....]
Fake Knuckles: so I was thinking if we can use the gate to transport us to the ARK.... what do say?
Sonic: [I guess we have no choice, alright we'll meet you there.... see ya.]
After they're done talking on their Commlinks, they hang up, Light change back to normal self again and
was going to tell Spirit something else.
Light: .... alright, I see what I can do to get them out of the way, but when I finish with them, I want you
out of my life forever!
Spirit: (yes, but not until I get a body first.)
Light: .... fine.... but let me get this through your mind.... if I find out you're just using me to kill more
people.... then I have no choice but to destroy you along with me, do I make myself clear....
Spirit: (.... as you wish my good friend....)
MEANWHILE AT STATION SQUARE.
Sonic ask Shadow if he could get them back to Space Colony ARK again.
Sonic: Shadow, they got Light....
Shadow: really?
Sonic: yes, and we're going to meet them at the Space Colony ARK.
Shadow: ARK?!
Sonic: yeah, now listen I know you don't like to go back to that place again, but we have no choice....
either we go back to Space Colony ARK and use screener, computers or anything we can we use to
figure out what wrong with your brother, or ask somebody like Dr. Eggman if he would help us which we
know he's going to make it worst.
Shadow:.... whew, you got a good point, alright lets go.
Tails & Amy got in their way.
Tails: wait guys, if you two are going back up, then we're coming too.
Amy: yeah, and if anything goes wrong, we'll take care of it.
Shadow: guys, it going to be too dangerous and I don't won't neither of you hurt after for what happen
last time.
Amy: oh come on, we're not going to miss this one.
Shadow: but Amy, you already been trick by own brother in form of your boyfriend and he almost got
one of owner friends killed....
Sonic: he's right, Amy.... I mean nether of us knew about guy and Shadow would have warn us, but he
couldn't remember a thing because of owe last fight from space when that prototype try to get us killed.
Amy: yeah, Sonic.... but this is different now.
Sonic: Amy, I think it's best for you is to stay here until we take care this from up there.
Amy: please, Sonic....
Sonic looked into her eyes and all he see from her is love and trust, so he has no choice but to let Amy

come with them.
Sonic: whew.... alright Amy, you can come. Just try to do not get hurt or caught when we deal with this
new hedgehog.
Amy: you mean it?
Sonic: yes, I mean it.
Shadow: ok, now let's go. We need to meet up with Knuckles & Rouge right now.
LATER AT SPACE COLONY ARK.
Knuckles & Rouge were still passing out after from the fight with Light, but then Knuckles woke up and
he found himself in the same room where Shadow & Maria first send time talking about the planet they
were going together.
Knuckles: ohh, ahhh! Where am I.... oh no, I'm back at Space Colony ARK, it musted been that white
hedgehog who got us here, where is he?
Light:.... I'm right here....
Knuckles turn around and saw Light in his normal stage.
Light: it's about time your awake....
Knuckles: YOU!!! Wait untile I get hands on you!
He was about to pound him again, but he hit his face by a glass which he's in a base that Light put him
in.
Knuckles: what the.... what did you put me in!
Light: you're in a base, Knucklehead.
Knuckles: hey, the names Knuckles, buddy!
Light: what every....
Knuckles: alright, what the heck were you doing at Mobius, are trying to use the Blue Tyhoon that was
still underground of Tails' work shop....
Light: no, what make you think I was going to use that ship, the reason why I came back to your world is
because I was trying to fix your little fox friend's work shop until you have to bet me like a punching bag!
Knuckles: ok, then how did I get up here?
Light: well I knock you out and you know the gate that can get me between worlds, I use it to get me
back here.... but here's my question, did you stole this emerald from my brother?
Light showed Knuckles the Super Emerald he's holding in his hand and he wants to know the truth.
Knuckles: uh oh.... ok, you're making a big mistake, this isn't what you think.
Light: really, then why did you give it to the bat girl instead return it to my brother, Shadow!
Knuckles: whoa, just hold on here, I didn't know that emerald belongs to your brother and I thought
someone just lift it.
Light: oh yeah right like someone just lift a black emerald that's been mix with seven Chaos Emeralds....
why do I want to believe you?
Knuckles: because I'm trying to tell you this was a big mistake.

Light: I don't care, it doesn't matter anymore.... I just find out everyone are not diffent after all, there the
same people that like those GUN Soldiers from the past.
Knuckles had thought of something.
Knuckles: oh yeah, well what about you, how do I know your really Shadow's brother....
Light: .... what do you mean by that.....
Knuckles: because Shadow was frozen in Prison Island and it still doesn't tell us about why your still up
here, there was some kind a message Rouge found from the last she's been here and she said there
two capsules have been remove from the ARK.... I guess Black Doom probably never told you anything,
did he?
Light was getting mad by the second.
Light: well since you put it that way, how do I know that message your girl friend found was a fake....
Knuckles: uhh.... ok, so you got me there, but their was an old man who's been up here, he was a
soldier and he saw the whole thing.
Light: really, then how do I know he's not lying to you and if he did seen everything, did he ever seen this
Black Doom that I don't even heard of.... if you're trying to stop me, you can forget it....
Knuckles: whew, look I'm not trying to make you mad or anything.... I just want to know what really
happen here and the reason why you been acting this way?
Light has a reason, but he won't tell him.
Light: I do have reason, it just I'm not going to tell you..... Listen I don't won't to hurt anybody and you
look like a nice guy, but you're leaving me no choice.
Knuckles: yeah, but....
Knuckles was going to say something else, but the computer was beeping, it showed Sonic & his friends
were on board the ARK.
Light: hmm, it seems your little friends have finally arrived.
Knuckles: .... you mean Sonic....
Light: yes, but now I'm going to take care of them by giving them a good welcome.... and don't even try
to call them with your Commlink of yours, I have right here in my hands.
Knuckles: wait, where you're going....
Light:.... I'm going to find that blue hedgehog....
Knuckles: hey wait, why are you doing this?!
Light: you'll found out soon enough, but for now.... enjoy staying in here for awhile....
Knuckles: hey, you get back here!
Light close the door, lock it and walked away with the Super Emerald in his hand.
Spirit:( well that was stupid question, you have a reason but you won't tell him.... it lucky you didn't told
Knucklehead anything else yet.... what the matter, Light?)
Light just stop and was asking Spirit a question.

Light: I have a question to ask you.
Spirit: (what is it....)
Light: .... do you know someone name Black Doom that I been hearing so much from these guys.
Spirit: (uhh, what give you that idea?)
Light: well I been hearing that name from them and I was wondering if you known him by any chance.
Spirit: (well, Light.... to tell you the truth.... I don't know who is he.)
Light: oh, I thought you do, but guess not.
Spirit: (now get going, they probably looking for by now.)
Light: what's the hurry, I got the Super Emerald you wanted, I don't see why you need it for...
Spirit: (you'll see when it's time.... but for now, you gotta take down these guys, starting with Sonic first.)
Light: .... right....
So then he ran off to find Sonic and his friends.
MEANWHILE.
Sonic, Shadow, Amy & Tails are somewhere in the halls, looking for Knuckles & Rouge.
Shadow: so Sonic, where did Knuckles says we're going to meet him at?
Sonic: he said we meet him up here, he didn't say anything about meet him in any of these labs.
Amy: oh..... This place is starting to give me the creeps!
Tails: why is that....?
Amy: because I forgotten about how long it's been since we haven't gone back here again.
Sonic: just relax, Amy.... as sooner we find Knuckles & Rouge, the faster we figure out whats wrong with
Light.
Shadow: well then let's get going, they must be waiting for us all day.
So they try searching for them, but still no sign of them anywhere around the ARK from an hour ago.
Sonic: man.... where are they.... Shadow, do you even know where we're going.
Shadow: yes, Sonic....
Amy: you're sure, because we had been looking for an hour and we still don't see them.
Shadow: I'm sorry, Amy.... but you wanted to come with us and you want to meet my brother.
Sonic: but Shadow.... what do you think suppose happen to them....
Shadow: I don't know, but I'm pretty sure their maybe....
When Shadow was finishing his words, they heard someone yelling in the hall.
Rouge: Sonic, Shadow, is it really you?!
It was Rouge that was yelling.
Shadow: yes Rouge.... it's us, see guys she alright.
She find them and she ran up to them.

Rouge: it's about time you guys show up.
Shadow: well sorry, Rouge.... we're just....
Sonic: never mind, Shadow.... we got some business to take care of right now.
Shadow: oh yeah, by the way, how was Light before Knuckles try to knock him out?
Rouge: well that the reason why I try to find you guys, Light was awake and he'd somehow escape from
us that Knuckles had to go after him.
Sonic: What! You mean he got away?!
Rouge: I'm afraid so, bluely....
Shadow: DANG IT, he's on the loose again....
Sonic: where did you last saw him, Rouge?!
Rouge: the last time I saw him is he ran off somewhere around this area.... and he probably went
through here or he could have gone in their.
They turn their heads to the other hall way, but they're not sure if Rouge is really telling the truth or that
just Light in his transform disguise again.
Sonic: are you really sure Light went through there, Rouge?
Rouge: oh how in the heck should I know, do I look like I'm the master of this place, hmm.... all I do is
steal jewels and kick Eggman's robots butt for a living, ask Shadow, he live here longer than us.
Shadow: she got us there, Sonic.... so you telling us he ran through this hall way....
Rouge: he might be, because if you guys didn't see him, then he probably went in there.
Shadow: yeah.... so anyway, we're going where you came from just to make sure Light has gone back to
lab.
Rouge: okay, but I need Sonic to come with me.
Amy: HUH, what do you want him for, you're not his new girl friend are you!
Rouge: cool it, Amy.... I'm just saying me & Sonic could go through this hall way while you three go the
way I came from by see if he's back at the lab, which is why if Sonic has problem.
Sonic: no, not at all....
Shadow: alright, then I guess we'll just meet back here until we one of us finds him, but this time don't let
escape.
So they split up to search by Shadow, Amy & Tails going their way and Sonic & Rouge go their way.
FOR THE PAST 36 MINUTES LATER.
Shadow, Amy & Tails have been walking and searching for Light, but they still having found him yet.
Amy was getting mad because she thinks that Rouge & Sonic are really together like boyfriend or
girlfriend thing which it made her jealous.
Amy: oh, what is that girl think she is.... taking my man while I'm hanging around with ya'll two, I
should've gone with them instead of looking around.
Tails: Amy.... Rouge & Sonic are not going out like on a date, they're just checking the other hall way to
whatever they are going and come back where we are now.
Shadow some reason stop.
Amy: Shadow.... why'd you stop.

Shadow: can you guys hear that?
Amy & Tails try to listen; they hear someone is yelling for help, it sounded like Knuckles was close.
Knuckles: hey, somebody help us, we're in here....
Tails: that sounded like Knuckles....
Shadow: yes, and he looks like he's in trouble.... he must be in this room.
Shadow try to open, but it was locked.
Shadow: dang it, its lock.
Amy: what do we do?
Shadow: .... stand back!
Shadow was going to do one thing to open.
Shadow: CHAOS SPEAR!
He blast down the door and they gone in.
Shadow: Knuckles....
Knuckles: GUYS, boy I'm glad to see ya'll again.
Tails: why are you doing in a base for....?
Knuckles: Light put in here that why....
Amy:.... but that's an possible, Rouge told us you were going after him....
Knuckles: what are you talking about; she's right here with me.
They saw Rouge lying on ground and she looks pass out after what happen at Mobius.
Shadow: what happen to her?
Knuckles: she musted got knock out before Light change into me.
Amy: but, we saw her with the Super Emerald around her neck, we thought it was real Rouge.
Knuckles: well guess not.... Shadow, something is wrong with your brother, he told me he had a reason,
but he just won't tell me.
Shadow: really.... so there is something wrong with him.
Knuckles: yes.... by the way, since you're here, where's Sonic?
So Shadow has to tell him where's Sonic.
Shadow: .... Sonic.... is with Light.
Knuckles: What!
MEANWHILE.
Sonic & the Fake Rouge are almost at the end of the hall way and it turn out this place they went in is
where Shadow was fighting the prototype known as Biolizard.

Sonic: well this is for real.
Fake Rouge: what?
Sonic: this place is where the prototype lives....
Fake Rouge: oh really....
Sonic: really, now let's go see if Light's somewhere around these area and one more thing....
Sonic got out one of his rings and he gave it to the Fake Rouge.
Sonic: here, hold this.
Fake Rouge: a ring.
Sonic: well yeah, but if he appears out of no where, you through the ring at me and because this is the
only ring I got with me. So if see him, through it at me, you got it?
Fake Rouge: okay.
While Sonic looking, the Fake Rouge heard Spirit voice again.
Spirit: (what are you waiting for, finish him and get on with it!)
Fake Rouge: (Whispered) shut up, I know what I'm doing.
The Fake Rouge trop the ring in the water.
Fake Rouge: opps!
Sonic: what happen....?
Fake Rouge: trop your ring.
Sonic: aww, Rouge... why'd you do that?
Fake Rouge: sorry, it just slips out of my hand.
Sonic got down to his knees so he can try to it.
Sonic: na, forget it.... I guess I'll get it.
While Sonic is trying to find his ring, Rouge or should I say Light had something behind his back.
Sonic: I still don't see it....
Fake Rouge: oh it's in there, just keep looking.
Sonic: I'll try....
The Fake Rouge put out a knife with out Sonic's not looking.
Fake Rouge: (forgive me, Sonic.)
Sonic wasn't paying attention when there's trouble behind until he saw something in the water.
Sonic: .... what the....
He sees Light's reflection with a knife in his hand.

Sonic: oh no....
The Fake Rouge was trying to stab him in the back, but lucky for Sonic, he dodges it as quick as he can
from the fast move.
Sonic: err.... Light! It's you.... what the heck are you trying to do to me!
The Fake Rouge kicked on the side of his stomach and did the screw kick which it got him knock way far
and land to the ground. Light change back to his normal self again and ran up to Sonic.
Light: Sonic.... I know what you're thinking, but somebody is making me doing this.
Sonic: oh yeah, who.... the professor!
Sonic tryed to pound him untile Light caught his hand before he had the chance to hit him, then Light
threwn Sonic into the pool water.
Light: I didn't really mean this to happen, Sonic.
Sonic: then why are you trying to kill me.... is it because those GUN Team ruins your life now isn't it?
Light: no, well yes.... I mean.... uhh?
Spirit: (you see, Light.... he doesn't care about you, none of them care you.... it time to get some pay
back on these people, starting with Sonic first. Beat him in a battle and I'll leave alone for good.)
Light: hmm, fine.... Sonic, how about this.... if you beat me in a battle of a fare fight, I'll give you back
your Chaos Emerald and Super Emerald, then I'll let you destroy me and if I bet you, I keep the
emeralds and leave me in piece.... how that sound?
Sonic: ok, I guess I can deal with that, but listen here, Light.... I better not see you doing any of your
transforming tricks and I don't want to destroy you even if you are Shadow's brother.... if it's a fight you
want, then let begin.
Light: as you wish my friend.
So the battle between two hedgehogs has begun.
Spirit:( hahahahaha, this is going to be fun.... the fastest blue hedgehog and the second ultimate life
form will finally fight against a gather until one of them will finish to the end of their life!)
END OF CHAPTER 4.

5 - The Beast Returns
The battle begins between two hedgehogs, the fastest hedgehog known as Sonic will fight against the
second ultimate life form, Light the hedgehog.
Sonic: alright, Light.... this is it. I'm not going easy on you just because you're Shadow's brother, I'm
gonna get back for what you did to me at workshop, tricking my friends, whatever you did to Knuckles &
Rouge, and now you almost try kill me with a knife you had.... I don't know what's gone into you, but I'm
gonna put it end to this right now.
Light: look here, Sonic. I didn't really mean those things I done and I don't hurt anybody, it just someone
is giving orders and he won't go away unless I destroy anybody who get in my way.
Sonic: .... and who's the person that's making you doing this?
Light: that's something you have to figure out, enough talk, let's get on with it!
Sonic: BRING IT ON!
So Sonic and Light start a fight and running to crash a gather, then Sonic kick Light so hard that he flew
over and land right near the shrine. Then Sonic ran to Light start punch the fool out of him.
Sonic: are you giving up yet!
He keeps going, but until Light punch Sonic in the face, knocking him over.
Light: I'm just getting started....
Then they both attack at same time, punching and kicking when they're getting tired.
Sonic: whew, whew, so you what you're doing, I can give you that, but lets see how your speed go.
Sonic's testing his speed by using his spin dash and Light dodge it from his attack then throw him into
the wall, but Sonic jump off and ran down and hit him in the stomach and kicked him which it flew him
against the shrine, Light try to get up so can do the same move that Sonic did to get him.
Sonic: well Light, it seem that your nothing like Shadow when I fought him at the very first time I meant
him.
Light: whew.... whew.... oh I'm like him alright, I just a lot different between me & Shadow. Maybe I
should at least show you my power without this on me.
Sonic: what do you mean?!
Light grab his gold ring necklace and toke it off, then he ran up to Sonic very quick and sucker punch
him which flew Sonic up to the sky then fall way down and Light kick him over and crash into the water.
Sonic: ahhh.... (He wasn't not kidding, he's like his brother than I thought.)
Light ran up to Sonic again, he was trying to tell him of how serious Light was when he's been past few

years.
Light: you see, Sonic.... me & Shadow are like almost the same, it just how we looked.... this necklace I
been wearing is what help me from loosing my energy when every time I'm in a battle, you probably
already know that when Shadow toke two of his rings off his wrist.
Sonic: yes, I do.... I saw what he does.
He was about to get up until he felt something that was in the water.
Sonic: ... what the....
He pull out and it was his ring while Light not looking and was about to walk away.
Light: ... face it Sonic, just because we look like a gather it doesn't mean that we're the same like
everybody else.... unlike you, I am fare to powerful all thanks to my brother Shadow who been raising
and train so well over these years.
Sonic: well we may look the same, but some of us do have their different ways, Light.... I learn so much
from the planet I live and I been fighting against all the dangers I keep getting myself into.... but just
because I'm a blue hedgehog that run very fast, but I can still bet you!
He use his ring and did the spin dash, Light turn around and ducked , Sonic missed him but he'd turn
back, then he's fixing head tour him again, but until Light catch Sonic's spin dash then it drag him far
away.
LATER.
Shadow and the others were running in a hurry to where Light tricked Sonic to get him at Shrine of
where the prototype.
Shadow: hurry up guys, could be in trouble by now!
Knuckles: we're going as quick as we can, Shadow!
Tails: Knuckles, how was Rouge, how was she?
Knuckles: she fine.... she just got knock down before Light hit her.
Shadow: well wake her up, we're almost at the end!
They finally at the end of the halls and they found Sonic & Light fighting a gather.
Shadow: their they are!
Amy: what are they doing?!
Shadow: they're fighting.
Amy: but why....
Shadow: I don't know, but I'm got a go over there and stop them!
Shadow ran down there so he can try to stop them before they might kill a gather.
Amy: Shadow, wait for me!
Knuckles: Amy, get back here dang it!

She run to catch up with Shadow and when they were about to get there, Light was still holds Sonic's
spin dash attack and he's holding from it as hard as he can.
Light: err, do you serious think this spin ball thing is going to stop me!
That until he heard someone else's voice and it's not Spirit this time.
Shadow: Light!!
Light: huh?
Light hear Shadow voice and he turn his head right at him.
Light:( SHADOW, he's remembers me!)
Shadow: Light, what are you doing?!
Light: uh Shadow, I could explain this.... someone is....
Light was trying to tell Shadow of went wrong with him, but he sort of let go and Sonic hit him which it
flown Light right over and landed in the water.
Sonic: that was for Knuckles you good nothing transforming freak!
Shadow: Sonic....
Sonic: What!
Shadow: I hate to break it up to you, but something is really wrong with Light.
Sonic: oh yeah, how did you find that out?!
Amy: Knuckles told us, he said Light has a reason of why he's been acting this way, it just he can't tell us
the problem.
Sonic: well maybe that explains why he said something about someone is making him....
Shadow: who.... who's making him to act like this?
Sonic: that's what I'm trying to do, first I am going to bet until Light tell me starting right now!
Sonic yelled.
Sonic: Tails! Throw me another ring!
Tails: alright.... I got it!
Tails flies up to Sonic so he can throw the ring at him, Sonic jumped up and catch it.
Sonic: ... it's pay back time, Light!
Light was trying to get up, but Sonic crash right at him from Sonic's attack and Light landed on the other
side of the water. Then Sonic ran up to Light while he's laying down.
Sonic: ha, now you're going to tell me of you're trying to kill me or do I have bet you up until you are in
pain!
Spirit was yelling in Light's mind.

Spirit: (you're letting this guy beaten you, finish him off now before he kills you first.)
Light: ....I'm trying as hard as I can!
Spirit: (well try a little harder!)
Light: well how do you want me to do to defeat this hedgehog?
Spirit: (.... use the Super Emerald's power.)
Light: what?
Light held up the Super Emerald he's holding in his hand.
Light: why the Super Emerald?
Spirit: (you could use it against Sonic, get the Chaos emerald too, you need a bigger blast out of these
two emeralds....)
Light: are you crazy.... do you really want me to hurt him!
Spirit: (that's the wrest we're going to take, now stop this hedgehog!)
Light: but Spirit.....
Spirit: (NOW!!!)
Light: Err!!
So Light got up to face Sonic and got out the Chaos Emerald and the Super Emerald which he'll use
them against Sonic.
Sonic: huh, what is this, are you finally giving up?!
Light: .... no....
Sonic: well then I should take those emeralds one way or the other!
Light: (forgive me my friend.)
While Sonic going to attack him, Light puts the Super Emerald and the Chaos Emerald together, hold
them up to make a biggest energy blast. They both glow very larger than ever, Sonic was about to stop
him, but he couldn't see a thing because of the big glowing light coming the emeralds.
Sonic: hey, what are you doing, Light?!
Then Light use the Super Emerald power and blast at Sonic which it flew him sky high, then crash into a
wall and land in the ground unconches, he couldn't get up from that powerful energy.
Amy: SONIC!
She scream because Sonic has got hurt from that powerful of the Super Emerald blast and Light trop the
two on the ground because for he done to him if it wasn't Spirit that given him orders and Light was
getting angry at Spirit.
Light: There, I've done it, now get out of my head and leave me alone.
Right when Light thinking it's over, but it just began. A knife that appeared out of nowhere fell right on to
Light's hand.

Light: huh, what the freak is this!
Spirit: (now finish him off.)
Light: what?! I didn't agree to this, the deal was to bet Sonic in a battle, but I didn't say anything about
killing somebody with this!
Spirit: (true, but we made a deal, Light.)
Light: yes, it was get the Super Emerald and get Sonic's friends out the way.
Spirit: (but I also need a body....)
Light: a body, where can I find one on the ARK!
Spirit: (that's why I gave you the weapon and want you to fight Sonic and destroy him.)
Light: What!
Light has got himself in some serious trouble now.
Light: you want Sonic's body!
Spirit: (that's right, Light.)
Light: why!
Spirit: (because we still have a deal, you promise me a body and the closes one you can find is
Sonic's.... now kill him right now so I can transfer into the blue hedgehog body or do I have to stay in
your mind forever.)
Light: .... but I don't want to kill him?
Spirit: (listen here you little mutant, I been living in your head long enough and I'm getting really tired of
waiting.... now ever kill this kill guy or I have no choose but to stay in your head for the rest of your life.)
Light: ohh! Alright, I'll do it.
So Light walks up to Sonic after Spirit told him to destroy by try to stab him with a wried looking knife.
Shadow couldn't believe with own eyes when he's seeing his is about to kill him.
Amy: what is he doing now, Shadow?!
Shadow: it seem Light is trying to kill Sonic with that knife holding.
Amy: oh no! we got a go help Sonic!
Shadow: before he does!
Shadow carried Amy around his shoulder and ran down to where Sonic got hit, then Light stop right in
front him, got down and stand him up so he get ready to put it to the end.
Light: I'm so sorry, Sonic.... I didn't really mean this to happen, but ever between you or me.
He hold up the knife way high and was about to end it now until he heard someone yelling for him.
Shadow: Light!
Light: huh?!
He turns his head around and see Shadow & Amy standing right behind him.
Light: Shadow?
Shadow: Light, put Sonic down.... now!

Light was going to, but Spirit tells him not too.
Spirit: (don't listen to him, please continued.)
Light: .... let me at least listen to what he'd say.
Spirit: err, fine.... trop him.
So Light put Sonic down and Shadow asked Amy to help him up.
Shadow: go help Sonic out, I'm going to have a word with my brother.
Amy: okay.
Shadow walked up to Light and he was trying to asking of what went wrong with him.
Shadow: now as I saying before, what are you doing with Sonic and why do you have that in your
hand?!
Light: .... I'm sorry, but I have do what's has to be done.
Shadow: well could you at least tell me why you're doing this?
Light: I have a reason and as I told your red friend I can't tell anybody.
He turns his head and he saw Amy down to her knees, crying as her hero been hurt.
Light: Amy, please forgive me.... but I....
Amy: forgive you for what, hurting my boyfriend while you both were fighting and now you're trying to kill
him?!
Light: no, Amy.
Amy: then what!
Light: uhh....
Light is now getting upset after seen Amy crying and upsetting for he'd have to ruin hers and Sonic's life.
Spirit: (oh boo hoo, so her boyfriend is going to be gone forever, Light destroy her too.)
Light: what.... no!
Spirit: (Light, I said destroy them!)
Light: NO....
Spirit: (LIGHT.... DESTORY THEM NOW YOU USELESS PROTOTYPE!)
Light: NO.... err, that's it.... I can't take this anymore!
Spirit: (what are you saying?)
Light start telling them the truth.
Light: Shadow, Amy, I do have a reason!
Shadow: what?
Light: I do have reason, someone name Spirit is telling me to do bad things!
Shadow: who's Spirit?
Light: he's the one who somehow knew you guys before I cost an explosion at the work shop, tricking
Amy & Tails that they thought I was Sonic, bet up Knuckles & Rouge when I found the Super Emerald,
trying to hurt Sonic in a battle and now he want me to kill your friend with this knife!

Amy: are you telling us the truth, Light?
Light: yes, every word of it!
Shadow: well where is he, I want to have a word with this guy.
Light: that's the problem, Shadow.... he's nowhere....
Shadow & Amy don't understand what Light meant.
Amy: what do you mean he's nowhere?
Light: Spirit is not like one of us, he's some kind a ghost living in my mind!
Shadow: in your mind?
Light: yes, and he won't go away unless I kill Sonic!
Amy: yeah right, I don't believe you.... you tricked me before and I'm not falling for the second time.
Light: no it's true, Amy.... he want me to destroy Sonic so he get into his body.... ya'll got a believe me!
Shadow doesn't know if can trust Light or not, but he felt something that was coming Light, he actually
heard somebody in his brother's mind.
Shadow: oh no, he's right....
Amy: huh, what do you mean, Shadow?
Shadow: I mean Light really does has something in his mind.
Amy: really?
Shadow: yeah, there some kind a of life force inside of him.
Light: you see, I told you.... Spirit is in my head and he won't go away unless I kill your friend.
Amy: well how are you going to get this thing out of you?
Light: I don't know.... he just won't....
Spirit was yelling in Light's head which he won't stop.
Spirit: (nice going, Light.... because of you, now your brother knows....)
Light: oh yeah, well how did you knew Shadow before I meant Sonic and the other.... how!
Spirit: (uh, I don't know?)
Light: you're lying!
Spirit: (hey, all I know is he forgot everything about his past and he can't remember a thing.... unlike
you.... you were created as a monster and you always will be.)
Light: I am not a monster.... fine, if you won't tell me about what really happen before I wasn't around
and why I was created for, then I shall end it and show you who a monster!
Spirit:( huh, wait a minute, what are you doing?!)
Light holds the knife up and he looks like he's about to destroy himself.
Shadow: Light, what are you doing!
Light: I'm destroying Spirit, alone with me....
Amy: no wait, Light.... there's got to be a better way, you don't have to do this!
Light: .... I'm sorry, Amy.... there's no other way.
Spirit is trying to stop him before Light tries to stab himself.

Spirit: (whoa! no, no, Light.... we can work this out!)
Light: saids you, you're the one who gave me life.... you can't tell me what to do anymore!
Spirit: (but I know how the prof. gave you life.)
Light: oh really, then tell me how was I made!
Spirit: (he needed someone blood.)
Light: so then whose blood is it from.... yours!
Spirit: (no....)
Light: is it this Black Doom person!
Spirit: (no....)
Light: then whose blood is it!
Shadow walked up to Light and put his hand on Light's shoulder. Light turn around and saw Shadow
close his for some reason.
Shadow: Light.... it was mean.
Light: huh?
Shadow: you were created from my blood, Light.
Light, Amy and the other were shocked because the words came from Shadow's.
Light: what, but you can't be?
Amy: is it true, Shadow?
Shadow: yes, it's true.
Light: but why?
Shadow: I guess it's time you need to know the truth of why you were made even if it kills me....
So Shadow is explaining to Light of why Prof. Gerald created him for a reason.
Shadow:.... the prof. made a bad move when he first contact with the Aliens known as the Black Arms,
he meant the leader name Black Doom and he wants to make a deal with the professor.... so they made
me, I was the first life form to follow orders for one of them.... and after when they made me, I
was hoped that I wish that I wasn't part of their deal and never be one of them....
Light slowly put his hands down a little bit for hearing Shadow's story, the same goes with Amy and the
others listen to what has to say.
Shadow: the professor doesn't have the Chaos Emeralds with him, but he said he'll find them and he will
retrieve for them.... Black Doom told Gerald if he don't have the emeralds, he'll kill him alone with the
Space Colony. So they lift for return some day.... I hate to follow orders to the likes of that 3 eyes alien
even if I was part of it, Gerald wish that he never even contact with that black comet for what he got
himself into.... Maria show me everything around the ARK, Gerald was thinking if he can make another
life form.... so I help him by giving him my blood.... and that's where I first saw you, Light.... I promise the
professor to take good care of you.... I teach you, I train you and rais all by myself, Light.... I hoped you
might be ready when the time comes because after all you're part of me as much I was part of them....
Light understood all that and Shadow was asking him something.

Shadow: so what do say, I'll let decide.... do you want to get rid of us because of Spirit telling too or you
could come with us and be as a new family and friends because that why you were created for, Light....
to help people and to their friend.
After Light heard all of it, Amy saw a tear coming from his eyes.
Amy: he's crying....
Spirit doesn't give a dang of what Shadow said.
Spirit: (that was a stupid story I have ever heard from him.... you not actually listen to all this are you....
Light....)
Light holds the knife up and break it with his bare hands.
Spirit: (what?!)
Light: .... I am Light the Hedgehog, born and raise by Shadow the Hedgehog.... the life form who gave
me life.... I'm no longer listen to you, Spirit.... it is over between you and me.
Spirit: (I am trying to help you and you're getting rid of me just like that..... err! well have it your way, if
you won't destroy these people, then I'll do it my self and when I find a body my own, I will personally kill
you!)
Light: I like to see you try.
Spirit: (err!)
Spirit voice is finally out of Light head for good and he's feeling alright for now.
Light: (phew, he's gone.)
Shadow: ya feeling better now, bro.?
Light: much better.
Amy: so does that mean you won't hurt anymore now that Spirit is gone.
Light: oh, yes.
Shadow smiled at Light that now everything is okay.
Shadow: I should have told you this in past before we end up back here.... I very proud of you, come
here you!
Light & Shadow hugged a gather like brothers and Amy has never seen them this happy before in her
life. so she yelled to get Knuckles, Tails & Rouge to come over.
Amy: I guess it okay now, hey guys.... come over here, Light won't hurt anybody anymore!
So they were thinking about going and they went, right where they stand right in front of them.
Knuckles: so Light, are really alright or are you just saying that?
Light: yes, Knuckles.... I'm sure, but what about Rouge, she looks like she still pass out after for I done to
her?

Knuckles: oh, she fine... I didn't wake her because I afraid she might kick my tail off and believe I know.
Light: ha, don't worry.... I'll wake her up for you.
Light pick her up and tried to move her abet.
Light: hey, Rouge.... wake up girl!
Rouge: .... aww....
Rouge open her eyes and she see Light steering right in front of her.
Rouge: Ahhh! You again, get away from me!
Knuckles: whow, whow, come down.... relax Rouge, he not going to hurt you, he's just been taken
orders by some guy name Spirit.
Light: yes, and I do have something from you.
Light got the Super Emerald in his hand.
Light: here, you can have it back.
Rouge: what are you up too?
Light: nothing, I stole this emerald from you when you and Knuckles thought I was Tails, so I like to
return the favor and I'm sorry that I hurt you.... do you want this black emerald back?
Rouge: uhm.... does it belong to someone you know?
Light: well it belongs to my brother, Shadow.
Rouge: then you can have it.... I figure if I kept it, something bad might happen if I keep it long enough.
Shadow: yeah, Light..... So I think I should have it back now.
Light: a course....
Light gave back Shadow's Super Emerald and he help up Rouge to get on her feet.
Rouge: ok, so now you feeling alright....no more hurting anybody?
Light: yeah, I'm fine now.
Rouge: ok, but I hate say something stupid, but what the hack happen to Sonic?
Shadow: oh shoot, we forgot about him!
Light: yeah, me & Sonic had a fight and I blast him with the Super Emerald and the Chaos Emerald.
Amy: is he going to be alright?
Light: I hope so.
He pick Sonic and try to wake him up.
Light: hey, Sonic.... wake up blue man!
Sonic: aww!
Sonic was feeling a little dizzy, but he open his eyes and saw Light right in front him.
Sonic: .... YOU!!
Sonic grab Light and push him against the wall.

Sonic: you crazy white hedgehog, you almost got me killed and now I'm going to return the faver!
Tails: whow, Sonic.... you're making a big mistake!
Amy: yeah, he's not trying kill you!
Shadow: he's just been listening to Spirit's orders!
Sonic: who in the world is Spirit!
Amy: Light said Spirit is some kind a ghost living in his head.
Knuckles: and he somehow knew about all of us.
Sonic was abet confuse.
Sonic: a guy name Spirit is a ghost living in this faker, guys he might be lying again.
Tails: no, it's true....
Amy: he's really telling the truth!
Rouge: he's just following orders from Spirit, he doesn't want kill you or any of us!
Light:.... no guys, it's okay if he won't believe me, then he doesn't have too.... me and him still have a
deal.... so....
Light gave Sonic back his blue Chaos Emerald.
Sonic: what is this?
Light: you win my friend, the deal was you beat me, I give you back your Chaos Emerald and let you
finish me.... so here your chance....
Light stands stale and he's going to let Sonic to finish him off. he want to get pay back from him, but
Sonic really doesn't want to finish him. So he let Light go.
Sonic: whew, forget it.
Light: huh?
Sonic: it's just not right, you or me may look different, but we're still the same almost.... let go.
Knuckles: wait a minute, you letting him go.
Sonic: yes, the point is I got my emerald back and Light feeling normal, so that's good enough for me.
Amy hugged Sonic again like she always do.
Amy: oh, Sonic.... I know you won't another hedgehog that now one of us!
Sonic: yeah, yeah.... now let go home before something else happens to us again.
Light smiled as he is now one them, they were about to leave until Light heard Spirit's voice again.
Spirit: Hahahahahaha!
Light: oh no! dang it, I thought I told him to get out of my head!
Sonic: uhm, Light.... I can actually hear him now.
Light: huh!
Spirit: Hahahahahaha!
Shadow: yeah, I can him too.
Tails: me too....

Knuckles: where's it coming from.
Then they felt a vibration that coming from the ground.
Rouge: what's going on?!
Amy: why is everything shacking like this?!
Sonic looked down and he see the ground is cracking which soon it was breaking apart like something is
coming from underground.
Sonic: it's coming from the ground.... everybody run!
They try ran out of there and they try to duck when something is coming out the ground and then Boom.
the ground breaks apart and what happens later, they saw an old monster that they seen before in the
past.
Biolizard: Gyyyyahh!
The others saw the old prototype that was dead long ago from the last time they fought that thing.
Sonic: oh no, it's that monster again, I thought we destroy that beast.
Light: wait, you guys knew this thing?!
Shadow: yeah, Light.... this is the same old prototype that was suppose to be dead?
Biolizard turn it's head down and it looked at Shadow for some reason.
Biolizard: long time no see, Shadow the Hedgehog!
They were shock because Biolizard can talk
Sonic: that thing just talked!
Biolizard turn his head at Light now.
Biolizard: hello again, Light the Hedgehog.
Light: hey, wait a minute.... that's sounds like Spirit voice.... he's in that monster body now!
Shadow: so you're Spirit, the one who's making Light doing those bad things.... so what were you doing
inside of my brother's head in the first place.
Biolizard: Shadow, you can't tell me you don't remember me and my real voice do you....
Shadow: your real voice.... wait, now I know that voice from anywhere, it's you.... BLACK DOOM!
The prototype laugth because Shadow now knows that his old enemy is now in the monster's body.
Biolizard:( Black Doom's Voice) whahahahaha, I'm surprise you still remember me.... I did tell you the
Black Arms while rais again.
Shadow: I should've known it was you all along....
Biolizard: did ya now....

Shadow: why were you using my brother as a play toy instead of coming after me.... are you trying
to destroy those human on earth again?!
Biolizard: no, that plan is dead to me now.... the only reason I return is to get revenge on you, Shadow!
Shadow: .... me?
So Black Doom was trying to get revenge on Shadow this whole time.
Biolizard: yes, you.... you're the reason why you destroy my real body and blown up my black comet with
the Eclipse Canon.... and as for your little white hedgehog that won't do a thing for me anymore, I
choose him because Light is the only one who don't know about me....
Shadow: well then why needed Sonic's body for?
Biolizard: I need any life force that is already dieing and I wanted to get Light to kill him for me because
he looks quick enough that I can use, but since he won't do it, I have to find another life force and this
new body is the only thing I can find on this good for nothing space ship, but now that I am back and I'm
ready to finish where I started, I'll kill you including your friends!
Shadow: well Black Doom, you can try to get rid me, but I won't get near my friends!
Shadow jump up and use Chaos Spear against him.
Shadow: CHAOS SPEAR!!!
He shoots out Chaos Spear and he hit him with a perfect shout to his face.
Biolizard: Gyyyyahhh!
Then Shadow land on top of the prototype and ran down to it back for another attack, he did the spin
dash and hit him in the back.
Biolizard: ahhhh!!!
Shadow does the spin dash again only this time he did something by bounce around the Biolizard and
hitten untile that monster falls down, it's kind of like that time when Shadow use to beat that Metallix from
space only he this time he's doing same thing to the prototype. Black Doom had enough of Shadow that
he strikes him with his own tail and he land, hardly.
Shadow: ahhh!
Biolizard: I had enough of you, prepare to die!
Black Doom is now trying to squash by put his foot down, but Shadow got out quick and bounce up and
hit it's jaw which it rolled his head up.
Biolizard: Gyyyyahh!
As Shadow been in air, he throw out more of his Chaos Spear.
Shadow: CHAOS SPEAR!!

He blast him in the back, the neck and the tail. Shadow then did his spin dash move again and start
betting all around, Black Doom had fall down because he's been betting up real bad and Shadow land
right in front of him.
Shadow:.... it's over Black Doom, even if you try to kill me with that monster body, I can still bet you no
matter how hurd you try.
Biolizard: whew, true my little traitor.... you may try to defect me.... but there something you should
know.
Shadow was feeling weird, some reason he felt something messing around his mind.
Shadow: .... uh..... ahhhhhhh!!!
The others saw Shadow trop drop down to his knee.
Light: hey, what's going on, what's wrong with Shadow....
Sonic: that creature is trying to control him!
Shadow can't believe either.
Shadow: no, not again!
Biolizard: hahaha, that's right, you're still part of me and this time you can not escape me!
Shadow: no!!
While Shadow is down to knee, Black Doom opens his mouth like he's about to eat him.
Biolizard: now that I got where I want you.... as soon I'm done with you, I'll take care of your little
friends....
Shadow: no!
Biolizard: say good bye, Shadow the Hedgehog!
Is it really the end of Shadow as soon he's about to get eating by an old prototype that was already dead
in the past, we'll find out later on the next adventure.
End of Chapter 5

6 - The Finale Battle
In some where at the Space Colony ARK, Black Doom in the prototype body has got right where
Shadow want him and now going to take his revenge by going to eat him for his life. Sonic and others
couldn't let that creature to take Shadow's life. Sonic can't stand anymore that he need to help Shadow
before it's to late.
Sonic: that's it, I not going to let that monster destroy Shadow!
Sonic ran to attack Black Doom, he hold up on of his rings and did the spin dash, he hit him somewhere
in the back, but Black Doom strike him with his tail. Sonic crash landed and he trop the blue Chaos
Emerald, then he put his tail right on Sonic so he get away.
Biolizard: (Black Doom voice) you pathetic little hedgehog, do you serious think you could stop me.... so
fare I have one Chaos Emerald, but I need more than just one emerald and the only emerald I need that
powerful enough is that black one.... now Shadow, if you give me the Super Emerald, I'll spared you and
you blue friend's life if you hand over the black emerald....
Shadow:.... sorry, Black Doom.... but I don't give up that easily, you want me to be destroy, then do it....
but I'm not giving the Super Emerald to you or anybody else that against me!
Biolizard: so be it!
Black Doom open his mouth and he is about to eat him. Light couldn't take it anymore, he ran down to
help Sonic & Shadow.
Knuckles: hey, what's he doing?!
Light stop right in front of them.
Biolizard: .... Light, I see you're trying to wreck your life to save these two hedgehog.... face it, Light....
you can't bet me if you have the chance against me.
Light: maybe not alone, you may have a new body.... but when I first came to Sonic's world or this world,
I learn something from between them.... it doesn't matter how different you look in the outside, it what's
inside that counts, and you.... you been ruin my life before I met these people and now I'm going to sat
things right!
Light move his hands back and did something he never done before.
Light: CHAOS SLICE!!
Light says his word and came out where blue light spear and hit the prototype's neck.
Biolizard: AHHHHHH!!!
Black Doom his been shouted and he no control of Shadow which now it's his chance to get back of him.

Shadow: Chaos SPEAR!!
Blast his face now.
Biolizard: Gyyyyyahh!
Sonic got up and did his spin dash move which he gave Black Doom a cut on top its neck.
Biolizard: AHHHHHH!
All three hedgehogs land at the same time.
Sonic: well guys, lets teach this lizard of what happens if messes with three hedgehogs
Shadow: alright!
All three of them ran together and time to bet Black Doom until it's fixing to get away.
Biolizard: arr, CHAOS CONTROL!!!
He use Chaos Control to escape and they don't know where he's gone too.
Light: hey! Where he go?!
Shadow: that monster, he got away by using Chaos Control!
Light: but how?
Sonic was making sure he still has his emerald with him, but it's lost.
Sonic: oh no, he toke my Chaos Emerald!
Light: uh, that's great, so what do we do now.... he's out there somewhere and we got a figure a way to
stop him.
Shadow has an idea, he out Super Emerald on his hand.
Shadow: we can use this.
Sonic: what good is that got a do.
Shadow: this emerald is mixed with the last Chaos Emerald and we can use its power to change our
super forms.
Light: that's prefect....
Sonic: well it's the only chance we got, so let do!
Shadow: alright, here goes now.
The others were watching of what their doing now.
Amy: what going on over there?
Knuckles: what are they up too?!
Tails: I think I know what their doing guys.

Rouge: what is it?
Tails: they must be using the power of the Super Emerald so they can turn into their super form and beat
Black Doom in a battle.
Shadow held on to the Super Emeralds, which started to glow out of control, then after that, they started
to float in the air with the Super Emerald circling around them. Then all three of them started turning to
gold instead of their normal color self. Sonic, Shadow and Light have now become their Super Forms.
MEANWHILE.
They went outside in space somewhere, figure a way to defeat Black Doom and find where whatever
hiding at.
Super Sonic: alright, here's how it is.... we'll spit up untile one of find this guy and if anything goes wrong,
we'll try to contact a gather by using our Commlinks, ya'll got it....
Super Shadow: yeah....
Super Light: got it.
They split up to find Black Doom, they been looking and looking, but still no sign of him
anywhere. Then Shadow was at the moon, see if he can search for him there.
Super Shadow:.... where in the world is that crazy long neck lizard hiding at?
Shadow was still searching, but he felt a vibration and he sees his shadow and someone else's. Shadow
then turn around and he see Black Doom open his mouth like he's trying to eat him again, he was close
to get Shadow, but he disappear out of no where and Black Doom miss him before he even had him.
Black Doom: huh, where'd he go!
Shadow came from on top and kicked his lizard head, knocking him down to the ground.
Biolizard: ahh, why you little traitor.... Gyyyyahh!
Black Doom kept on going, but he keep missing him while Shadow dodging everything from that
prototype.
Super Shadow: I got a get Sonic & Light....
Shadow reach to his commlink so he contact one of them that he find Black Doom and he need help.
Super Shadow: Sonic, can you hear me!
Super Sonic: [yes, did you find him.]
Super Shadow: yeah, he's on the moon and I'm going need help!
Super Sonic:[ alright, I'll contact Light and we're on our way.]
Super Shadow: well hurry, I don't think I can hold on much longer!
LATER.

Sonic tries to contact Light and tell him he needs to get where Shadow's at.
Super Sonic: Light....
Super Light: [what is it, Sonic?]
Super Sonic: your brother found Black Doom, he's at the moon, we need to get over there and I mean
now!
Super Light: [alright, I'm on my way.]
While they're going to find where Black Doom was hiding at, Shadow has problems on his own, he
fought the prototype so Sonic & Light can get there on time. Then Black Doom keep on betting and
zipping until he get him, so then he jumped on up to catch Shadow in the space, but Shadow just stood
there like he wants him to come up and Black Doom open his mouth again and he actually got him.
Shadow was holds the top mouth and the jaw in the bottom.
Biolizard: err, you can't escape me now!
Super Shadow: you think so....
Shadow blast him by using Chaos Spear, shooting it into his throat.
Biolizard: Awwww!
Then Shadow disappears out of his mouth and gone right to his tail, he grabs it and starts spinning him
around and around. Shadow then threw him right over the moon and land very hard which he can't
move abet.
Super Shadow: that's for trying to destroy earth and use my brother to do your orders!
Sonic & Light had found Shadow at last.
Super Sonic: sorry that we're late, Shadow.... holy crap, what did you do Black Doom?
Super Light: did you kick his butt or something?
Super Shadow: yeah I did.... hold it for a moment.
Shadow was telling Black Doom something.
Super Shadow: well Black Doom, are you finally giving up now.... face it, as long as you're in Biolizard's
body that has already been defected long time ago, you can't get rid of me neither if you can get rid my
friends!
Biolizard: err, maybe so, Shadow.... not like this, if you want a better challenge, then I'll give you how
challenging I am when I get through with you three hedgehogs.
Super Light: and how are you going to do that, Black Doom?!
Biolizard: hmmhmm, you'll find out my little white friend as soon you see the true power....
He holds out a the blue Chaos Emerald that he hide it under his tong.
Super Sonic: he's got my Chaos Emerald, what he's up too now?

Biolizard: .... and now I'll show you three how serious I am when I use the power of the Chaos Emerald!
Super Light: huh, what's he talking about?
Black Doom feels the emerald's power and now is about to do something worst.
Biolizard: .... TRANSFORM..... CONTROL!!!!
They saw him glowing and it was bright that they can't see a thing.
Super Light: This can't be happening!
Black Doom was changing, as he's now in Biolizard body, all the metal parts were blown away, grow out
wings on it's back, body color turn into black, sharp claws and change it head almost like Black Doom's
and one red eye in the medal. The Transform Control was compete. Sonic, Shadow & Light seen his
new look and it seem now they're in some serious trouble now, even the others on the ARK has seen it.
Amy: what just happen to him?
Tails: that guy has turned himself into some kind of monster by using the same power as Light's
Transform Control.
Knuckles: no, you gotta be kidding me!
Rouge: but that's impossible.
Even the guys out in space think so themselves too.
Light: but I thought I'm the only one who could do that.
Black Doom laughs in his throat.
Biolizard: hahahahahaha, that right, Light.... when I was still in your mind of yours, I been learning the
power of Transform Control which I master it and now say hello to the new me, you life form never learn
of when you might become for few more years, even when you got nothing to lose.
Super Shadow: what are trying to do this time, Black Doom?!
Biolizard: .... Black Doom..... The name Black Doom or Biolizard are dead in the past, but you can call
me.... Black Hazard.... and you know something, Shadow.... it revenge time, hahahaha!
Black Doom or should I say Black Hazard is coming quick and it came after them.
Super Sonic: c'mon guys, we can't let this creature beat us.
Super Light: he's right, that thing may knows my Transform Control, it doesn't we can't kill him.
Super Shadow: yeah, we been fighting enemy in the past and we could the same thing to this monster!
Super Sonic: alright.... I'll go first....
Sonic go in for a quick attack as Black Hazard is too, Sonic then move up and does the spin dash,
heading tour the neck and he cut off his head.
Super Sonic: ha, you see.... he's no longer our problem.
Black Hazard: don't be sure of that, Sonic.

Sonic: huh?!
Black Hazard somehow regenerates his head and laugh again.
Black Hazard: hahaha, my turn!
He shots out a lazar beam from his eye and Sonic got hit from the blast, now it's up to Shadow & Light.
Super Light: ok, this is going to be hard....
Super Shadow: alright.... Pain B, let's try attack him together.
Super Light: fine by me.
So then they circle around Black Hazard, Shadow use his Chaos Spear and Light use his Chaos
Slice. They been blasting him, but he won't go down, he use his wings to cover their attacks like some
kind of shield to practice himself.
Black Hazard: you two are pathetic!
He release a power called Chaos Blast to whip Shadow & Light out of his way, it seem that nothing can
stop him now that he's change something else.
Super Sonic: ya'll two are alright.....
Super Light: oh we're fine.... I don't get it, nothing hurting this beast!
Super Sonic: yeah, really.... I cut his head off, but he regenerate.... there's got to be a better way to
destroy him somehow!
Super Light: but how, he transforms like me and now he can regenerate.... how are we going to kill
him....
Shadow was just figuring out how he beat him before in the past. in a flesh back, he remember the time
when he destroy him by blasting his eye, which that gave Shadow an idea.
Super Shadow: his eye....
Super Light: what?
Super Shadow: his eye, that's how we destroy him, we got to go for the eye!
Super Sonic: oh yeah, it might be our only chance we ever have.
Super Light: but what good is that going to do.
Super Sonic: believe me, Light.... I seen what Shadow did in past before you came around, just trust us
on this one.
Super Light: if you say so....
Super Shadow: then lets go!
So they head tours Black Hazard to go for the eye, they did their spin dash, but Black Hazard just stood
there.
Black Hazard: hahaha, they'll never learn, no matter how hard they try, they can not beat me now that I
am invenable.

They hit his eye and he screaming and roaring at the same time.
Black Hazard: Gyyyyyyahhh!!! MY EYE!!!
As soon they heard that, makes them want to go for it again.
Super Light: whow, did you see that?!
Super Sonic: I sure do!
Super Shadow: quick, now our chance!
Super Sonic: yeah, let blast this monster!
All three of them aimed their hands at Black Hazard and shot a huge energy ball at him, then Black
Hazard disappear again.
Super Sonic: wha....
Super Light: where he go?
Black Hazard appears out of nowhere and strikes them with his tail, fall them to land on the ground of
the moon.
Black Hazard: you fools.... you'll think your super forms can stop me!
Super Shadow: we don't think we can, we know we can.
Shadow start blasting and Black Hazard has disappeared to somewhere else again.
Super Shadow: darn! He got away.... where he go now!
Super Sonic: relax buddy.... he probably didn't go too fare from here.
Super Shadow: why should I relax, Sonic.... the leader of the Black Arms is somewhere out here in
space and tell me to relax!
Super Sonic: no, I'm just saying he could be up to something that he making a pain to get rid of us
somehow.
Super Light: well what do we do?
Super Sonic: we're got of find him that's what.... so here's what I'm thinking.... Light, why don't stay right
here while me and your brother go find Black Hazard and if you found him, warned by calling us on your
Commlink.
Super Light: I don't know, Sonic....
Super Sonic: look, I'm not getting rid of you, I'm just saying just keep your eye open and if see this
creature, warn us.... sounds fare.
Super Light: hmm.... I guess I'll try....
Super Sonic: good....
So Sonic & Shadow flew off to find Black Hazard while Light finds him on the moon. He been searching
and looking for him, but nothing.
Super Light: hmm, where's that one eye dragon like prototype hiding at?
Light's getting really tired, but then he looked up. He see something glowing in the sky.

Super Light: what the?
Light looked closer and he see Black Hazard glowing his eye.
Super Light: Black Hazard!! What's he doing?!
Black Hazard looks like he was aiming at Sonic & Shadow.
Super Light: oh no!
He was trying to warn them with his Commlink, but it broke because after the strick from Black Hazard's
tail.
Super Light: DANG IT!!! uh.... Hold on guys, I'm coming!
Light fly off to save them, Then while Sonic & Shadow wern't paying attention, Black Hazard fires out a
sweeping beam from his eye and aim right tours them. as they release their in danger, Light sreams at
them when the beam is coming to blast them.
Super Light: Sonic, Shadow..... GET OUTTA THE WAY!!!
Super Sonic & Super Shadow: Light?
Light push them out of the way and he's been hit from the sweeping beam. Light save there lifes by took
the shot from Black Hazard, he was in a horrible pain and they see him being badly hurt and wounded.
Super Shadow: .... Light....
Super Sonic: oh no!
They went up to Light to help him up.
Super Sonic: Light, are alright?
Super Light: (in a really wounded voice.) I.... think so.... whew, I don't think I can move my arm abet.
Shadow move his arm a little, he see a wound on the side of his stomach.
Super Shadow: this is bad.... he's badly hurt.
Super Sonic: oh dang....
Super Light: no, I can still fight. it's not that bad....
Super Shadow: yes it is, Light.... if you continue to fight like this, you might die!
Super Light: Shadow, please.... you guys need my help.
Shadow couldn't let Light go on fighting when he's hurt badly, even if Light's was apart of him, but
instead Shadow let him continue to fight.
Super Shadow: alright, just try not to get killed and be more careful....
Super Light: sure thing, Shadow.

Super Sonic: ok, now you two stop talking and let destroy him!
So they flew off to get Black Hazard for what he has to Light and now they'll make sure this creature will
pay.
Black Hazard: those three will never learn.
He fire out a sweeping beam again, but it miss them, they use Chaos Control to transport somewhere
else.
Black Hazard: wha.... where are they?
Shadow kicked his head, knocking him to where Light is to pound him to Sonic now, then Sonic grab his
tail and throwing him to the Eclipse Cannon. He got stab right through the cannon.
Black Hazard: Ahhhhhh!
He couldn't move its way out. Sonic, Shadow & Light were right in of him, a chance to finish him off for
good.
Super Shadow: .... now I'll finish where I started in past that you ruin.
Black Hazard: whew, whew, you fool.... I made you from my blood and you're going to get rid of me
when I gave your life!
Super Shadow: maybe so, you may give me life, but you were using me to do your dirty work and now
it's time for you to meet the devil.
Black Hazard: well then, if this how you want it, then so be it!
Black Hazard's eye was glowing, then something else happen, Sonic and the others were feeling wired.
Super Sonic: hey, what's going....?
Super Light: what's he doing?
Amy, Tails, Knuckles, & Rouge felt it too.
Knuckles: awww, I feeling wired for some reason.
Tails: something wrong with us.
And it's not just them, he's even doing the same thing to the people of Station Square. Black Hazard was
absorbing there life force all around them and he pull Shadow right tours him for a moment.
Black Hazard: now that I got where I want you, I'm got to ask you this one more time, if you let me have
the Super Emerald, I'll spared your life on long with your friends and the people of Station Square, now
either you hand over the emerald or else....
Super Shadow: err, or else what?
Black Hazard: or else I'll take back the life I gave you, along with your friend and brother.
Shadow couldn't let him have the Super Emerald, even Sonic doesn't wouldn't let him take it either.

Super Sonic: don't do it, Shadow.... do not let him have the Super Emerald, you know what he'll do when
he gets his hands on it.
Black Hazard: shut it, hedgehog.... first I'll take down your friend, his brother and then you.... now are
you going to give me the black emerald or not?
Super Shadow:.... sorry, Black Hazard.... but I'm giving up this emerald for no one, even if it does cost
me my own life.... you can eat me or blast me, but I'm not giving the Super Emerald to the likes of you!
Black Hazard: very well.... I'll start with you first.
Black Hazard open his mouth again, Sonic and the others watch as their still weak and the black
hedgehog is about to be killed by a monster that come back for revenge. Light couldn't stand for it as he
got that wound on the side of his stomach, from all the things Shadow done for him and before Sonic &
Knuckles found him in his capsule and bought him to their world, Light close his eyes and he was
thinking in his mind.
Super Light: (Shadow.... I'm sorry that I got us into this, but I like to thank Sonic for finding me and got us
meet again. You been like a brother and father to me and for all the things you been doing for me, it's
time that I return the favor.... I'm Light.... Light the Hedgehog!)
Light grab his necklace and toke it off.
Super Light: good bye, brother.
He raise his hand up and did the Chaos Slice, it strick at Black Hazard's eye and he was yelling in pain.
Black Hazard: Awwwwww, Ahhhhhhhh!
Sonic and the others are not feeling weak anymore which now they have a chance to finish him.
Super Sonic: hey, we're free!
Super Shadow: now's our chance!
Sonic, Shadow & Light are using Chaos Blast, Black Hazard open his eye a little and he see them
gathered much power for a big blow.
Black Hazard: huh.... no.... NOOOOO!
They release the Chaos Blast and blown up Black Hazard, a big explosion and all was lift of him was his
head fought in space. Shadow got right in front of him to finish the job.
Black Hazard: whew, whew, you never learn will you.... whew, these human don't care about you and
you're just wrecking your life for them.
Super Shadow: Sorry, you may made me, but I'm not like you.... but I'm missing you already.
Shadow aimed his hands at Black Hazard and shot a huge energy ball at him and was blown up, and
then he was finally destroyed once and for all. Then Sonic gone right where Shadow is at.

Super Sonic: is he gone?
Super Shadow: yes he is....
Sonic even see his blue Chaos Emerald too.
Super Sonic: my Chaos Emerald.... it's about time I got it back.
Super Shadow: hmm, now that we're done here, lets get the others and go home.
Sonic notice something, someone else wasn't with them.
Super Sonic: hey, where's Light?
Shadow found that out too, Light was gone missing.
Super Shadow: Light.... Light.... where did he go?
Super Sonic: wait, there he is!
They found him fought in space. Sonic & Shadow went over to get Light, he change back into his white
self again.
Super Shadow: he normal....
Super Sonic: it musted been that explosion we cost when we use Chaos Blast.
Super Shadow: well he was hurt from the shot that we didn't know what was coming to us.... I'll wake
him.
Shadow pick him up, he try moving him abet, but nothing. Light couldn't move at all.
Super Shadow: Light.... come on, brother.... wake up, it's time to go home now.... Light!
Super Sonic: what's wrong, Shadow?
Super Shadow: I don't know?
He try to hear a heart beat from him, Shadow couldn't hear anything. Light's heart has stop beating.
Super Shadow: no.... no, you can't do this to me!
Super Sonic: Shadow.... is he going to be alright?
The others in the ARK were seeing what was going.
Tails: something's happen out there.
Knuckles: what.... what's happen?
Amy: yeah, what's wrong?
Tails: take a look....
They saw Shadow being upset. He close eyes slowly, Sonic was asking if Light is going to be alright.
Super Sonic: hey, is he going be okay?

Shadow shook his head.
Super Shadow: no.... he's dead.... he's gone.
Super Sonic: no, he can't be!
Super Shadow: .... but he is....
Sonic was feeling sadder and so are the others while they were watching them, they knew something
like this is going to happen. Light the Hedgehog was gone forever. They carry his body and started to
head back to their home world one more.
LATER.
They found a place where no one can find him, it was a abandon space ship, it seem that Eggman
hasn't been using it since he went after the Chaos Emeralds in outer space and when the Metallix were
finding them. So they decided to hide Light's body there, they put his body in the same capsule where
Shadow use to sleep in. Shadow close the glass door and he wrote something to make it look like Light's
grave, he wrote out Light the Hedgehog- the second ultimate life form and a good brother.... rest in
peace. Then Shadow head up his Super Emerald to put it on top of his grave and started to walk out, but
then he turn around and looked at him for one last time.
Shadow: ....rest in peace.... Light the Hedgehog.
Shadow turn back around, step out of the room and close the door down. Shadow was getting sad, he
close his eyes while he put his hand on the door because for what happen to Light, Sonic and his friends
were hoping if he ever going to be alright.
Sonic: Shadow.... we're sorry for what happen to Light.... is there something we can do for you?
Shadow turn right at Sonic a little, looked at everybody to see upsetting they are and he walked away so
he could be alone again.
Shadow: no guys, I just want to be alone now.... I'll see ya later, guys.
He ran out of the abandon ship; they hated to see Shadow being upset again. ever since he lost Maria
from the Space Colony ARK and a girl name Molly who was good friend for him was left the planet she
live on because of the Metallix attack, he lost her too, now he lost the life form who was a part of him,
died from a energy blast of Chaos Blast. Sonic can't stand him like this again, so he'll figure out an idea
to help Shadow even it kills him.
THE NEXT DAY.
Shadow was standing on a cliff, setting there all day watching the sea with nothing to do. But then he
heard someone voice, yelling his name.
Sonic: Wuzz up, Shadow!
Shadow: .... not you again....

Shadow wasn't happy to see him.
Sonic: hey, Shadow.... mind if I set with ya....
Shadow: go ahead, it no big deal.
Sonic sat down with Shadow for a moment.
Sonic: so uhm.... what's you been doing?
Shadow: nothing much, except setting here.
Sonic: oh.... well I was wondering if you can come with me on another race against Sam again .
Shadow: no thanks.
Sonic: no, well then how about we get something to eat.... we got some good chilidogs here.
Shadow: I'm not hungry.
Sonic: you're sure.... because I was going to....
Sonic seen Shadow face and he looks sadder by the minute, so Sonic have to tell him.
Sonic: alright.... come on Shadow, the reason why I came to see you is because everybody were worry
about you and I am trying to make things right with you.
Shadow: I know you are trying to help me, but I just don't want to lose too many people as he
is. First Maria, then Molly and now Light....
Sonic: yeah, I know.... I mean Light probably was given his life to save us from the battle yesterday, he
have to do what he had to do after when you're about to get eaten by Black Doom who was in that
prototype's body.
Shadow: yeah.... I gave him life to this world and he's already lifeless.... but now I got nothing to
remember him by....
Sonic: well I may not have a picture of him, but I do have something that belongs to him.
Sonic grabs Shadow's hand and he put it's in his hand, he looked at it and it was Light's gold ring
necklace. Shadow was surprise when he holds his brother's necklace in his hands.
Shadow: Light's necklace.... wha.... where did you get this?
Sonic: I found it in space, I found it fought around while we toke Light's body to our world and I figure you
may wanted it to remember him....
Shadow holds the necklace very tight and Sonic got up so he leaves him alone.
Sonic: well I'm off.... but there is one more thing I have to ask you.... we're really sorry for what happen
yesterday, I hope you forgive us.
So Sonic ran off to go some place else, Shadow has some things in his mind.
Shadow: (Sonic.... I do forgive you and the others, it's just Light was my only brother I have and he was
part of me.... if I didn't tell Light the truth about why me & Gerald created him for a purpose, he would still
be alive.... but thanks Sonic for coming by to see me and return something that belongs to my brother.)
As Shadow stands up and looks at that ocean, he actually put on Light's necklace for one reason.

Shadow: well Light.... it was great to see you one last time, you been a real good friend and a brother to
me.... thank you for saving my life along my friends, if only you're alive right now, you could've see how
much proud I am for what done for all of us.
Then Shadow feels the wind blowing all around him and he looks at the sky, he see Light's spirit in the
clouds, he was smiling for Shadow as Maria & Gerald's spirit were happy as well, they were more proud
of Shadow for all the things he's done for them and for everybody else, then they disappear once again.
Shadow was smiled again.
Shadow: hmmhmm, but my adventure never ends here.... I still got to help Sonic and his friends from
their adventures, after all.... I am Shadow the Hedgehog.... the only ultimate life form that was born to
protect the people he cares and nothing can stand in my way.... but until then, good bye forever.... Light
the Hedgehog.
Shadow ran off to catch up with Sonic, but as the sky grow clearly and brightly. Sonic or Shadow's
adventures never ends here nor as anybody. Light maybe gone for now, but until the next time.... Light
the Hedgehog and the second ultimate life form will on, rest in peace my friend.
~THE END~
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